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CHAPTER I

'  ̂ • :: IHTRODUCTIOH .
The history of sentimental drama in England began at 

the end of the seventeenth century and if flourished inter
mittently for over one hundred years until it was absorbed. 
in.the social drama. This form of drama evolved as a re
action to the licentious Restoration dramao The drama; of 
this earlier era mirfored its times| it was light-hearted5 
unthinking $ and' for the mosf.part? immoral, By 1700 the 
more sober dramatists had revolted ’against the decadence 
of the stage and were •writing a .new moral drama y which had 
as its characters people who were- fundamentally good rather 
than bado Vice was held up to ridicule arid'scorn, not 
offered for imitation as it had been during the Restoration 
period<> • Richard Steele8 s plays are .generally identified as 
early specimens of- the. sentimental drama0 ‘ That he was the" ; 
originator of the sentimental play is a disputed question. 
This argument is outside the purpose of this study, but it 
serves to show that Steele has been regarded as one of the 
first sentimental dramatistso %

This study will analyze Steele8 s plays and his critical . 
articles in The Tatler, The Spectator, and The Guardian in 
an attempt to discover his moral intent in drama, Steele 
wrote four plays, Three of these. The Funeral, The lying



Lover c, and The Tender Husband appeared between the years 
1701 and 3,705o He did not write his last play3 The 
Conscious Lovers until 1722c, ' However ? the span of years 
between the appearance of his third and fourth plays was 
•partially bridged by his periodical.writings on the drama? 
which appeared between 1709 and 1713° An analysis of these 
writings will afford evidence of Steele'8 s ideas of the pur-= 
pose of drama 9 its ideal eons true t ion 3. and its moral value c 
An analysis of the plays themselves will show Steele6s' 
attempt to put his theory into actual practice. . ■ '

A study of moral intent in the dramatic theory of 
Hichard Steele presents an interesting problemt Since 
Steele was a critic of drama as well as a playwright9his 
works have a special value in the study of the theory of 
sentimental drama° In his periodical writings he performed 
the function of the drama critic as we/ know it today0 In 
the evening he attended performances at the play-house and 

r wrote /of those performances o' He wrote of the play s the 
’ author 5 the actors? and the audieneei His writings are of • 
value in studying the 'sentimentai drama of his day 9 for we 
are presented with a picture in his periodical essays of 
the reception of this type of drama as well as its treat- 
ment in production° p V: '.■'//: '

Studies in the life and works.of Richard Steele have 
emphasized his contribution to periodical literature^ since
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he was. one of ttie' f irst to adopt;that fonao Analyses of 
Steele8 s periodical writing have been of a general nature,\ 
The only study of dramatic criticism in the periodicals is 
that of Joshua H. Heumann0 Mr0 Heim arm 8s article, entitled . 
"Shakespearean Griticism.ln The Tatler and The Spectator" 
appeared In The Publications of the Modern Language Associa
tion in September9 192Li-ô" In his analysis of Shakespearean : 
criticism in these periodicals Mr, Heumann emphasized the 
writing of Addison rather than St eele, The work is a 
general summation of the Shakespearean material in the two 
periodicalso Neumann found in the material a.breaking away 
from the neo-classic standard of.criticisms He was interest
ed in the attitude expressed in this criticisms - which placed 
its emphasis on virtue"rather than rules,v Neumann8 s article 
did not attempt to come to a conclusion about the critics8 
own theories bf drama= Instead he was content to show their 
work as an example of the beginning of the romantic criti
cism: which was to become popular■in the late eighteenth 
century, Neumann6 s article is the only work to appear in 
print' which malces .a specific study of the dramatic criti
cism in Steele8s periodical writing,

Steele's plays have received relatively little atten
tion. T ^  Oonscipua hove^;: SteeTe8s last playj has been 
given some recognition because of its popularity during the

: 1 XXXlXCSeptember^ 192h)9 6l2s23o
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eighteenth century:, ' It is regarded by some critics as the 
first completely sentimental comedyo . Hov#ever9 the earlier. • 
plays of Steele have been almost forgotten., They are listed 
. in the standard works -on eighteenth century drama.as experi=

/ ' . ments In sentimental writing; Mention3 thoughnot analysis,
of the plays is to be found in the biographies of Steel,e,

•• ;;Gy; A. Aitken, in his two=volume The life of Richard Steele^
published in London in 1889$ attempted no eriticism of the 
plays theMselveSo He dids howeverj clarify their place in 
Steele®s writingc Aitken1s extensive biography corrected . 
a misconception in the dating of-Steele8 s :plays9 which.had 
Plac'ed The Tender Husband as Steele8s second play and The 
hying Lover as his thirdWillard Gonnely8 s Sir Richard 

. ' Steele, : published by Scribner1 s Sons 3 Hew York9 in 193^ 9̂. ' '
is cne only biography of Steele to appear since that of 

. Aitken, Connely3 besides presenting' the plays in relation 
, ■ to their appearance in print? included representative

. - ■ excerpts of them in', hia work. He summarized - each play 9 also ?
i ■ and sketched its reception by the public, However 9 the

plays are scattered through the biography| since they are 
included as they appeared in Steele8 s.. career, Connely

y : • , treats each s epara.tely and makes no attempt,/to compare them.
He does not picture them in their time or compare them to 
the plays of other dramatists o '. Thus 9 he draws no conclu
sions: as to Steele! S;plays as k-wholeThe most. complete



comparison of Steele8s plays with those of other writers 
is made by Allardyee Hicoll0 Hicoll9 in his History of 
Early -Eighteenth Century Drama 1700-17S0« which was pub
lished at Gambridge in 19253 discusses; the plays as a group 
and in comparison to those of other writers of Steeleis time 
He does not attempt a detailed analysis of each of Steele8s 
plays but draws general conclusions about themo' As yet no 
study has appeared which combines an analysis of' the plays 
themselyes with an analysis of; the periodical dramatic-; 
criticism-in an attempt to discover Steele6s moral intent 
in dramao This combination of analyses is the subject of 
this study* , ' • l; -

In the plan of this paper the next chapter is devot
ed to ; a brief account of English drama- from its beginnings 
in the Church to the time Steele began his dramatic careero 
A study of these periods with emphasis on the moral drama is 
important; in understanding Steele’s own theory as to moral 
Intent in the drama= The influences under which;he worked 
and the nature and extent of M s  original contribution Can 
be seen more clearly if the trends of dramatic writing to 
his.time are suryeyedo Emphasis will - be placed upon the 
Restoration periodp Since it was the period closest to 
Steele"s own time-g It may be considered to have had the 
most important influence ;upon the playwrighto ,.

The . third chapter will present analyses of •Steele’s 
first three plays9 The FuneralQ The hying hovern and The
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fender' Asbandt, The;plot :sbrtteture 9 theme9 .moral intents, 
characterizations and general effect of the■play from a 
moralistic standpoint will be analyzed in the order, namedo 
The edition of Steele1 s;' plays .by Go Aa Ait ken has been used 
throughout the studyo2 . Aitken collated his text with first 
and later editions of each plays- and modernized spelling and 

.' punctuationo His, is the only complete edition of all four 0 
plays s .and';ltvalsof contains two fragments of plays; which ■ 
Steele neyer eompletedo Since these are such incomplete 
-specimens^ ■ they .willnot be analyzed in this study 0 few y
conclusions could be drawn from these dramatic bits which, 
would be of influence in ascertaining Steele8s' moral intent 
ln « m n g ' , ,, ■ - "
■ The fourth chapter will be a study of Steele8s dramatic 

criticism as f ound in The Tatler 1 ■ The Spectator . and The : , 
Guardiano As a moralist S.teele Wrote of the effect of the 
theatre; on an. .audience: and of the: moral standard of that 
andlenceev In' f orming his standard of a good play? Steele 
studied the elements Which he,considered'important: eharacp 
terigation and the effects for causing emotional responses 
from ah audience =, By.; the standard of a good play ,which he 
; set,? hd evaluated the works oldother- piaywrights», . v -hr 
v Shakespeare« Johson? Beaumont and FIetcher9 Wycherly5

; . Richard Steelet Plays c ed« by Go Aitken9 Bondon)
; 1 8 9 ^ 0  : :' i  w X ;  : ; : ' t , V ; , ■' ,;;; - y  ■ f  ■ : ' . 0 :v .
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Etheregey and some contemporary dramatists were studied by 
‘Stedieo Eastly9 Steele wrote of his ovm reactions to the 
theatre. He' explained bis interest in the theatre arid his 
reasons for wishing to write about it. Chapter forur dis
cusses Steele1 s criticism under the headings named0 -;

The best available edition ofSteele8s periodical writ
ings 'is A. Chalmers5 forty-five volume series of The British 
Essayists, which was published in London in 1817. The corn- : 
.plete file of the three periodicals is to be found in this 
serieSo In the table of contents of each -volume the author
ship of the articles in that volume is assigned0 It is upon 
this authority:that the articles by Steele have been .
identified. : -fY,/:'-' " / - Y Y' I Y' '■

. The: fihal chapter of this study will contain an analysis 
of Steele8 s last playj The Conscious hovers. For the 
analysis of this play as well-as .Steele8 s earlier ones the ' 
same- five categories of study will be useds plot structure3 
themeg moral intentg characterizationand general effect0 
Go Ac Altken6 s edition of -the plays will be used as the text 
for the study in this chapter g ' also. The' Conscious■; Lovers. 
as Steele8s .last piece of dramatic writing? should embody 
his principles of morality: in drama? as seen in his earlier 
plays? and his dramatic criticismy at their•culminating point.



CHiPIBE il

: lMlSH:DRAMi: TO THE fIME'OF STEELE
The dramatic theory of Richard Steele must he related 

to the influences under which .he was placed as.a playwright 
at the- beginning of the eighteenth century0 The purpose of 
this chapter is to sketch a brief history of the drama in 
;England to the time Steele began to writeo Since the most 
salient factor in Steele8s play-writing is his insistence 
upon the moral uplifting of his audience3 emphasis in this 
chapter will be placed upon the drama as a moral instrument»: 

English drama had its beginnings in the ehupcho In 
the middle ages all social life emanated in its different 
forms from the churchso drama? as a form of expression of ; 
a peopleo ' naturally sprang from the greatest single influence 
on that people—= the Roman Catholic Churchi The first native 
drama developed from the mass 0 As the mass5 through its .
accompanying ritual,' is a symbolic .portrayal of episodes 
from the life of Christ, It is. easily noted that a develop
ment into a distinct, dramatic activity might take place'. 
Since the mass was in Latin, and few could understand that ' 
language, consider able mimetic action was added to illus
trate the spoken wordo The feast-days of Christmas and 
Easter were important for the instruction of the people in 
the outstanding incidents of Christ’s life0 Consequently



• the religious ritual on tliese days was strongly symbolic0 
By the ninth century tropes were written to supplement the 
ecclesiastical music of these feast-day masses^ The most 
Important of thes e was the Quern Quaeritis9r a dramatization 
of the Hew Testament episode .which took place around the 
tomb of Christ. This trope? thoughin Latin^ was under
stood by the people because of its accompanying mimetic 
action,, Traces of dramatic construction:can be Identified : 
in the trope by the use of antiphony, or dialogue. Ques
tions asked by members of the choir personating the three 
Marys were answered by another member of the choir personat
ing the angel guarding the tomb0 •

Tropes such as the ■ Quern ■Quaefitis drew, crowds to the 
Church ou. feast-dayso Here was. pictorial Instruction in 
religious' principles for the laymen,, /Certainly in its very 
beginnings English drama served as a moral instruments So 
popular a form of instruction: was ' the trope that it was ex
tracted from the body of the mass and became a little play
let,, containing dialogue and actions .The vernacular was y 
soon, interpolated in the latin text. Gradually .playlets 
written entirely in the vernacular were produced in the 
ehureho The churches of England could not hold the crowds 
who poured in to witness the feast-day tropes» So the ■ 
drama, moved out-of-doorse The tropes were pres'ented on the 
steps of the churches, and in the squares in front of them.
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■ Once the d^ama was outside the doors of the Church the 
religious fathers could no longer control it. 5he Church 
perceived danger in the secularizatioh of drama and forbade ’ 
priests to participate in plays within the church. Thus 
dram# which moved out of doors because of popularity with 
the clergy and the people remained there - because;of Church; ' 
censure.: By the fourteenth century .drama was secularized
and the miracle and mystery plays had grown out of the 
earlier liturgical drama. Technically there was a difference 
between miracle and mystery plays. In France miracle plays 
were those dealing with episodes from the'lives of saints. 
Mystery plays were 'those dealing, with episodes ;from.;the /. vy' ■ 
Bible. The'two.terms M^iyaoleM and "mystery^ were used, 
interchangably in England? however9 to denote plays which 
dealt with Biblical scenes.

These plays were, written and played by the common .
people^ since Church censure did not permit participation 
in them by the clergy. But the themes of the plays and the 
occasion of their presentation were still:religious. Corpus. 
Chrlstl Day 9 the Thursday after Trinity Sunday9 was the 
occasion for binding together the disconnected liturgical 
plays which depicted scenes from the Bible, These plays <; 
formed cycles which were acted out. in celebration of the 
holidayo 'The plays of the cycle were apportioned to 
different guilds. For. instancey the Shipwrights^ Guild
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presented the Ho ah.8 s ■ Ark: episode-o The acting In these, plays 
was done by the members of the guilds 2 who took time from 
their everyday work:to portray the Biblical characters0 
Scenery.used in the plays 9 such as the hell^mouth in the; 
Harrowing of Hell episode, or the ark in the Ho ah8 s- Ark 
episode 9' was built by the. guild which presented that parti
cular piay.o At first the plays were performed on statlohary: 
platformso• However 9 as the cycles became more elaborate9 
movable platforms called "pageants" were employedo The 
pageant usually.consisted of a twd-story platform^ the upper ■ 
one being used for a stage and the lower one being used as 
a, tiring-foom. for /the; actors» These ..stages were on six , 
wheels, and were moved wagon-like from place to plaoei A 
scene from the Bible was acted upon each wagono A cycle of . 
these,plays9 each of which was performed by- a different 
guild5, was played on Corpus Christ! Day, as well as on other 
religious holidays.̂  - ,

The attitude of the people toward these plays was 
sincere and devouto Though the plays were held- outside the 
church, their themes held those who saw them in the faith 
which had been emphasized in liturgical dramaso Perhaps 
more than the liturgical dramas the mysteries had their 
-lessom for . the .peopleo The playlets acted by the guild 
members held many anachronismso The Biblical eharaeters 
with their English speech and homely traits were
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recognizable to those who saw them. Noah8s wife was a 
village shrew. The shepherds who.saw the star over Beth" 
lehem were shepherds of an English countryside. The real= 
istic treatment of these Biblical characters had its ' 
humorous effects9 also. Herod^ a ranting9 bellowing fellow? 
became the laughing stock of all who saw him. This common2 
realistic treatment of the acted characters brought the 
stories of the Bible close to the people. At the same time 
the English flavor of the plays gave the people a taste for 
theatrical shows and started an interest in the drama which 
was neVer to flag, , ; . . '

About one hundred fifty years after, the mystery play 
became popular the morality: play came into the f ore in 
Englande This form of drama was longer than any single 
play of the mystery cycles. Instead of a Biblical theme, <
the morality play used allegorical characters in a situa
tion which was designed to show the triumph of good over 
evil. The morality differed from the mystery play in the 
occasion of its presentation^ also. Often moralities were 
written for the aristocratic classes; rather than the common 
people. These moralities were designed for entertainment 
in the halls of the nobility rather than for the ins true- 
tioh of the townspeople on holidays. Professional actors 
rather than guild members performed many of the moralities.

The morality plays dealt with such personifications 
as the Seven Deadly Sins and the.. Everlasting Wisdoms 0 The ;
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.plois of ;most of, the moralities showed, the pursuit of 
mankind by the deadly sins and his rescue by uasdom or 
consolence0 Everyman Is. the best-known of fifteenth " 
century morality play s * This play shows the desc ent of: 
mah to: his grave„ then he dies he Is. forsaken by all his 
wordly goodso Kindred3. fellowship <, knowledge-=all leave . -11 
him except his good deeds1 Other moralities help: prove ■ 
the precepts .of the timeo The theme was always the I 
struggie Of the' soul between vice and virtue9 with salva= w 
tion coming only when virtue triumphed Over voceo Mankind q ;■ 
The World and the Child9 and The Gastie of Pers everance 
were only a few of. these plays which dealt, with the fight 
for-. the soul, - '. : :::;V ;i ; y -  ; ; . 1. *" •

.1 From" these ’morality sprangv a character which
was to continue in various forms to the present dayQ The 
''Vice" had: appear ed/in the mystery _ plays 9 buf in. the f 1' 
morality plays he was at hand_ always-to torture mankind 
and aend him on the wrong path. The. Vie ê  as he was usually 
' called ? was' sometimes a servant of the devil;, sometimes a 
lesteic His main characteristics were his rascality? his 
: amor ality 9 and his . s ense of f un= He developed into the . ' .
"DicCon18 of Gammer Gurton8 s heedle as well as the clown in 
many of Shakespearers plays = 'The morality plays 9 though 
they dealt in abstract^ allegorical personificationsy,. .. 
created contemporary types which were to develop in one



century into the f?coaMy of humours” characters0 By' the 
time of Ben ;Jonson these allegorical creatures were humans 
with u humour sn which dominaf ed their characters and f ormed 
their personalities. By presenting .Mankind pursued hy 
eyil and rescued by good^ the moralities also succeeded in 
showing man with his conflicting passions and thus develop
ed characters which experienced human emotionsConsequently 
■the allegorical characters of the.morality plays come closer 
to realism than well-known Biblical characters of the 
mystery pi ays o ; ' •: ; :

The interlude developed from the morality play0 This 
form of drama; which appeared early in the sixteenth - 
centurywas closely related to the moralityy However5 it 
hacL more purely comic elements than the earlier formo In 
the interlude we find English drama written for entertain
ment rather than for moral ihstruetIon<, In dramatic con
struction it resembled the morality play but was more real- 
istlc i n toneo The characters were no longer personifica
tions of abstract virtues and-vicesconsequentlyy they 
presented recognizable portraits of real people to those 
who saw them0 Here was. native: df ama? A secular type? 
localized in idea m d  char acterizatlon9 it helped form 
the background for the drama which followed it--tragi- 
eomedyo : y

Tragi-comedy bridged the change from the earlier mys- 
teries; moralities^ and interludes to the true comedy- and



tragedy which entered England as part of the humanistic 
movernent,:.fragi-domedy waa a type of play which combined 
tragic and comic elements within itselfo It owed its form : . 
to two influencesc, One was the humanistic movementg which 
hr ought the kno wl edg e of the ancients to the sixteenth 
century Englishmaho Plots from Greek and Boman plays form- ’ 
ed sources for the tragi-comedy,, At:the same time there 
was a second influences This was the native element which 
pervaded the form. From the moralities and interludes 
. came' the: character. of . the Yiceo Other native influences ? . 
such, as a lack of ■ohedience to the classical rules of dramag. 
were presento The tragl-comedies also contained the 
morality tradition in the eidiortations to virtue which ' , f 
usually appeared at the end of the plays0 Apius and 
Yirginlusq one of the most primitive of the.tragi-comedies? 
contained ahsfract forms of Justice9 Reward? and Memories s 
who appeared at the end of the play0 ' -

Although tragi-comedy was popular ? it was looked upon ■; 
with derision hy the classicists of the time$ who felt 
drama should follow the rules of Aristotle= English defini
tions of tragedy during the Renaissance were much the same 
as those of the French and the Italiansc There was a mixture 
of Aristotelian theory and Senecan; models in the philosophy 
of tragedy of the English= The distinctions between tra
gedy and comedy were based upon two ideass the behavior of



kings and princes In tragedy« as opposed to the behavior of 
-a lower sort of’men in comedy; and an unhappy ending in 
tragedy> as opposed to: a. happy ending . in comedy0 The theory 
of comedy among the English was' haded npon , thedee tr ines of 
Aristotle as perverted by the Italianso English comedies 
of.the Renaissance were modeled upon/those of Plautus and 
‘EerenceV : ■ : . ■ /. ; ' i; ■ ■ .

'81r Philip Bidney is considered the first man to formu
late ’the general principles of dramatic art In England0 : 
These he gleaned mostly from the Italians» As a matter of 
fact, during the age of -Elizabethan drama9 little was said 
in defense of 1 %  but rather^ the. English critics Were, '' 
content to follow the doctrines of other countries. Sidney 
criticized the reontempbrary drama for being a hybrid; form3 . 
tragedy mixed with corned̂ = - He considered the mingling an ' 
outrage on the form of tragedy <," wondering, how all their 
plays can be neither right tragedies, nor .. . \ '■

’ 'tight' comedies s mingling ■ kings and clowns 9 not '
/because the matter so carrieth its but thrust in 

, clowns by head and shoulders to play a part in 
. ' majestical. matters 9' with neither decency nor

.'■■■i;!.''/,’-dlScretIon'o'::/v::̂-'as: ;-neither the, admiration and 
/ .commiseration, nor the right sportfulness, is • /’/ 1 

by their'mongrel Tragi=comedy: obtainedo-3 •
fragi^eomedy? in spite of the classicists8 remonstrances3 
continued to be' a popular form of /drama=■ , It was the founda
tion for the romantic comedies of Shakespeare as well as the.

//’3I Barrett R .'/ ..Clark,''Europeah /Theories - of the Drama,' '
po;.lQ5=:V:̂  :///.i//'v,/ ::;.h 1 ̂  v '? ■yh;:



■later tragi~come&ies ;of Beaumont and Fletcher0
True comedy developed in the sixteenth century with 

a further combination of classical and native elements =, 
Nicholas Hdall's Ralph Roister-Doister was published in 
15'66o Its plot was Terentian9 but its fast-paced style 
was Englisho Gammer Gurton8 s Ifeedle c another early English 
comedy9• showed less classical Influence= It was- almost 
entirely native in setting 9 characters9 and situationo 
This true comedy continued in popularity in more complex 
forms later in the century. 1 - " -

True tragedy9 as the classicists called it9 came to 
the fore about the same time as the true comedy0 Gorboduc5 
by Thomas Norton, and Thomas Sackville3; remains extant, as .: 
the first-complete Genecan. or classical9 tragedy' The ; 
Senecan tragedy demanded rhetoric^ narration9 and other 
static qualitieso The neo-classic rules' of tragedy were ; 
strictly: followed,. Where tragi-comedy s ,with its lyricism^ 
action9 and freedom appealed to the popular audiences of 
the day? Benecan tragedy entertained a more humanistic 
audienceo While the early.true comedy developed into the 
comedy of humours-by the end of the sixteenth century3 
Senecan tragedy did not flourish in England„ Many poets : 
tried to follow the neo-classic rules rigidly3 but their 
■works did not breathe the life the English audiences wanted • 
to seeo: The neo-classic tradition did influence later' drama9
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t^oughj By its form and dignity of expression0 When these 
were combined with romantic material 9 it became great ;■ 
tragedyo ^ : ; tt;.; -

During the last twenty-five years of the sixteenth 
century English drama passed through its tfansitiohal period 
and emerged into its gfeatest era0 The University Witss 
Ms„rlowe9 Kyds' Peele, Lyly9 Nashe 9 and Greenec, were all writ- 
: ing dramas, in one. or the other g or more : often a combinationc, 
of the forms mentioned above0 Their'plays combined humanism 
tic with native'8 r omantic elemehts.o , This was a happy mixture0 

- Fanciful comedies were Witten by ;Lylyg - comedies' by
Greeneo Farces with the interlude tradition as. well as 
imitations of the Homan Comedy writers were still,popular0 .
In tragedy Marlowe was creating great characters9 helpless _ 
against the godsa - Thomas Kyd8 s The Spanish Tragedy was rep- 
resentative of the “revenge play", bloody tragedy which was 

• very popular with the audience of the day c, -
Against this setting Shakespeare entered the field of 

t dramacit His plays ranged from romantic comedies with rude-9 
: ■ 7 farcical elemehts to sombre tragedy« - Shakespeare8s scenes 

could be as easily realistic middle-class 5 as in The Taming 
• of the Shrew9 or romantic and Idyllic as in The Tempest or ■

A Midsummer-Night8 s Dream0 From the ■character studies. in ..... 
Hamlet to the vituperative revenge scenes in Timon of Athens 
Shakespeare was master of form=7: He was influenced undoubtedly
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by the earlier playwrights <> However 9 this influenee would 
::: heem to be more native than humanistic = Shakespeare did h 
not follow the neo-classic unities° ’ Vttiat he probably owed 
'/to the' neoyclassic tradition was' his .majesty of verses 
v Though his tragedies were more flamboyant and also realistic/ 
than the Senecan'tragedy9 the great dignity of feeling he '
/ maintained;showed acquaintance with the earlier3 restrained 
tragedianso In satire^ too9 Shakespeare took his place. 
irollus and Gressida had its allusions to his own times as 
did some of.his history plays g such as Juilus Caesar. In 
satire 3 though 9 Jons on .was more xadrolt— at least mOf e pro-: / :

/ Iific==thah;;Shakespeare. : ■-'/
Ben Jon son made popular, the satirical comedy of 

humours”o He poked fun at all strata of society. He wrote 
realistically from wide observation. His intent whs to. ;

/ pOkO fun at the vices and follies of the time.. A s  tern t/-1 :
■ Classicist... he followed/the Aristotelian rules closely in/." // . 
his tragedy: he’ was a little more lax in his comedy writing. 
His/Ideas on the purpose of drama were humanistic. In de
fining the parts of comedy and/tragedy9 he saids ,;"The parts 
of comedy: are the same with a-tragedy? and the end. is 
partly the -same9 for they both delight and teach..n 1 Jonson.9 

, however9:.was against the moving of laughter as/ the;function / 
/of comedy. For.his attack on it he quoted Aristotle: "For

- % Ibid././P.. lo&i
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; as i.r j.s to tie says rightly s the .moving of laught er Is ::a • ; 1 
fault in comedys a kind of turpitude that deafens some part 
of a man’s nature withouta disease^Jonsonhimself used 
human frailties . and foilies as the; derisive notes in his, 
comediesp He summed up his purpose in comedy in these words 
“In depicting thesehumanfollies,y it is the office of .the 1. 
comic poet to imitate justice9■to impfove the moral life and 
purify language, and to stir up gentle affections 0”
V: The moral standard which Jonsdn was trying to raise
was that of the Jacobean, era0 Af ter the death of Queen 
Eli of that: age became decadent and

• superficialo - Audienees enjoyed the Spanish intrigue plays ?
' of Beaumont and'Fletcheriwith their illicit love situa- . 
tionso• -They■ crowded to see horror tragedies of Ford, : 
Tourneur a M ; Webs ter; abduction^ incest^ and murder were v>. t 
themes the audiences enjoyed * Episodic suspense and thea
trical devices for arousing excitement were;-the - ateek; in ■ : 
trade of. the jacobean dramatists 0 Running counter, to this 
horror tragedy was a movement which' is of extreme interest 
to this study. Almost as though to counteract the un
believable tragedy of The timel drama appeared which was V 
realistic to the point of being factual in many .cases. . V  '

■ : V ■ 5 I b l d . g p .  108 . . y  : : >■ ■ j'i'- .:
, . ” 6 'Jo S. Spingarn. A History of Literary Griticism in
the RenaissanceQ pi 28o.: ' ;. .' ■ • : : - . '■
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Domestic tragedy 9 as it was called in'Its. eighteenth ; ■ ; - 
centnry reyiyalg came upon the stage= The usual domestic : 
tragedy: coneehned' ordinary'g middle^ciass people5 not kings 
and princes as' the neo-classic rules decreed it must. Their 
misfortunes ? brought about through their earthly sins % were' 
tblaSed/von no one;-butpthemselyes =, -The-writers, of domestic ; 
tragedy were moralists^ they believed that they could per™ .y 
suade people to mend - their. ways. by showing them examples
'. of sinners O - /v:: :.../;1.'.: -'- t . - - : :;. -

One of the first domestic tragedies was Arden of- y y. ■ .. y • . rv,: ■ ■
Fever sham o This story of a woman8 s many attempts to murder 
-her husband is attributed-- to Eyd or one of .his followers i - 
: though for many,years it was thought that Shakespeare, was : 
the authoro 'This,play5 besides having middle-class charac
ter s,g.ebntalned a good deal of dialogue in prose. This .. 
element added to' the realism of the play and , w:as-'USed in . ’ 
many of the later domestic tragedies. The Yorkshire 
Tragedyy: 8Tis Pity She 8 s a more9 and A Jiomm Killed m m  
.Kindness- were other plays Whichas Henry Hitch Adams saysy 
"contain too much moralizing? too much religious didactic-

' - ' . . - : V " . 1 '. ' ' - . . " ■ V <7 -ism9 for the phenomenon to be dismissed as accidenfalo r‘ 
Certainly the events which followed on the heelsof the 
domestic, tragedies; helped-prove they were no accidents as „ 
far as motive wa,s concerned. The Puritan revolts^ which

 ̂Henry Hitch Adams. English Domestic or Homiletic
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had started against:v.lmiaoraiity; in the Jacobean period ? now 
reached fever pitch in the Caroline period0 The domestic 
tragedy .liters had: recognized the immofallty of' the time .
and sought to remedy'it through the illustration of vice ' ;; 
and its rewards o But this instrument of morality reached
its end for the time being along with; the other forms of ,
drama when iii. 16h2 the theatres 'were ordered: closed. The 
King, was "beheaded in 16^99 and England was declared a ' '
Commonwealth, Until 1660 9 when the son of Charles 1 was- 
restored:; to the throne, the theatres remained closed0 The ■ r i ■ 
Restoration of Charles II brought the drama, back to .England, " 
Charles had been living in Eranee when he was declared. King
and returned to his native country. With him came French ■ d; :;i
influence; ih the drama, - / ' • ■ :

' The French dramatists of the seventeenth century 5 v: . 
‘■;:i3orheiiie-';:;and'' Racine in particular 9 were living up-to' their ;;; 
predecessors'in their practice of the Renaissance theories .. 
of the drama. Their tragedies, especially, were beautifully 
: wrought according toythe..;;neo-classic traditions» .the. French ;-: 
influence during the years of the Commonwealth in England ■ 
was easily seen in the' dramatic writing after the Res tor a- r 
.tlon,: I With the influx of French dramatic material^ and of O'
. many scholars ahd-nobles familiar , with the French, theatre, 
controversies began on the respective merits of French and 
English dramao yy l;-'. ,;. y y'':!;- t ' p ;. .I,;';.
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The state of English dretma is seen plainly in John 
Dryden8s Essay- of Dramatic Poesy, which appeared in 1668= . 
The essay is in the form of a dialogue between Dryden and 

■ i three contemporary men of letters^ Sir Robert Howard9. Sir t ' 
Charles Sedieys and Lord Bucldmrst0 The dramatic problems 
of the day were aired and debated by the fotir. The issues . 
included (1) Ancient versus Modern in drama9 (2) French •
plays versus English plays 9 (3)'the problem of tragi-comedy9 

; (N-) single, plot versus; plot and underplot? (5) narrative 
; versus represented action9 and (6) rhyme versus blank verse 
-in drama.: y v ■■ t ; v. y;v- .y:.. . . ; .:'

;y ; In The Essay of Dramatic Poesyy Dryden takes the. stand 
that the English plays are better than the Frenchp they are ■ 
more natural and originals Dryden - also Is on the side of 
■ tragi^comedyy saying that this form is more enjoyable than 
any the ancients knew. ' As for the plot versus sub-plot2 
Dryden says that while the French use the single plot to yy 

: show more passion and less: confusion/ their verse is the 
coldest and solemnest he has ever ready' He also thinks 
that ) in the.case of represented action versus narratives 
if the English show too much action) the French certainly 
show too littleo On the question of rime versus blank .verse) 
Dryden. ■f aces himself with the question? -which is 'more 
natural?. Though no one would naturally speak rime, no one

°^™^^^^0eor2e^Saintsburv. Slstory of Criticism. IIQ 376°
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would naturally speak blank verses either09 
V . "At. the .time Ihe^■ Bssay of Dramatic Poesy was published.̂  

Dryden had already /written The Rival Ladies» a rimed heroic ■ /.■ 
tragedyo Dryden spoke of the employment of couplets in
tragedies"as "not so much a hew Way amongst' uss as an: old /

v ''ty ' 10 ■; 1:" t ■ :./ v : : i - :: ' *. ■■■ /Way new Reviv’d"» The rimed tragedy was termed "heroic" .
. because- its figures were of high rank, and "heroism is cast
out .of the world ' altogether and carried to an Eastern or an

: ’ antique realm of exaggerated emotions 9 mythical .and hope” , y
■ i' /'̂ losslyy/ldpalo;1*̂'̂ ' - :.v‘-

Allardyce hlcoll gives aa the explanation of the ;' V
-. change f rom the heroism of the Elizabethan age to the
"heroic" of the Restoration age a breakdown of ideals0 He-;f- v::
feels that the true heroism and,integrity which permeated

- the Elizabethan society had been lost, ho longer could the
•i audience actually f eel akin to the courage and nobility :
they saw in such plays as As Tou hike It and Othello „ Accord”
ing to licoll, this breakdown occured gradually with the r
romances of Beaumont and Fletcher,. which, were removed . ; . ;■ ';
slightly from life, and Jonson8 s comedies s which dealt not ': ■, /

' With dignity,,but with the lack of it0̂ 2 By the time of the 1
; / y Restoration a feeling of unreality was predominant in the

: """"^"ibMrTp'o 3 7 8   ̂ I//-':: , :;; / l  y l ; ,  ' t -  . , : . k y ;  ;
IQ Allardvce hlcolly Restoration Dramat p. 90.

 ̂ p . t v -  m l
12 ibia.Vp. 121.



heroic playo- She characters were .stilted and unnatural0 
The her oic play was on a par allel with the op era 9 which be
gan its popularity in England about the time, that the heroic 
play reached the conclusion of its popularity3 1677°

.The English opera can be traced back to the masque=
It: became, popular as a dramatic form during; the . latter years 
of the seventeenth century = The operatic form was not that 
of the Italians? with -the recitative and the aria portions5 
but was quite dramatic 9 'with songs and dances interspersed ; 
throughout the playo Its features were much like those of 
the heroic play? and the greatest drawing point to the 
audience of the: time was the vast number and array of scene 
machines used in the performancesv- Both The Tempest and 
Macbeth/were landmarks in the development of English opera 
made by.D/Avenant and Dryden,„ The adaptations included 
many special effects such as the "flying" of the witches in 
:.Macbeth,*  ̂ : y.;' : - ■/,- /p ; < ■ . :a ./-pi ;

While the Beaumont and Fletcher romantic tradition 
influenced the heroic drama? the Jonsonian comedy of 
. humours ? picturing the follies of men? was drawing the in
terest of London toward satireo Any play which made light : 

of popular silliness was almost sure of successo Thomas : 
ShadWell? with plays like:The Squire of■Alsatian and: Sir 
Robert Howard9 with The Committee? were great f avorites of
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the.day6 ' : : ./: ,y
Comedies of intrigue3 influenced by the Spanish in= 

tfigue plots ? were popular5 also» The plays of Mrsv- Behh '
, stand as examples of the comedy; of intrigue 0 ' Some of Dr.yden$ 
plays fall into this-category0 His tragi=comedies often had 
sub^plots .of comic intrigue„ The Spanish • Friar of The 
Double Discovery is perhaps the best efample of these*,

: The type of play which was most popular in the Res»„ - ■
toration period,was the comedy of mannerso: George Etherege 
is regarded as the first true;comedy of manners playwright. 
His The Man of Mode/ or Sir Pooling Flutter is considered 
as an example of the form, of the comedy of manners0 ' The 
distinguishing feature of the comedy of manners’.is. its; ..f : /
heartlessnessV The type is smooth3 witty% and artificials. 
Though Its artificiality is quite apparent, it supposedly 
was patterned after the life - of the nobility of the. time.
; Or. rather y it was patterned- after an Idealization ■ of the.;, 
life of; the time. The language is rich and witty9; often; - ; 
obscene in its implications, but seldom crude. The plots, 
are usually "immoraltin nature. 1 :
V With the plays of Congreve, hove for love .and.The Way 
of the World. the' comedy .of ftaianers; reached: its perfection 

: ;of ; styleV The -gross: immorality of ; the - earlier comedies of 
: manners was glossed over•with delicacy and wit by the later 
dramatisto . .
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The life pictured iti the comedies of manners was bound 
to draw censure from the. more puritanical of the population. 
In William Wycherley, rebellion against the: decadence of the 
age was the factor which gave his plays the biting satire 
that made them famousoWycherley8 s' pen lashed at the vul
garity "of the period by picturing the vices of the age all 
too clearly. Wycherleysays Congreve2 was sent "to lash 7 
the crying Age9 but he.has lashed its sores into more ful
some aspects;, until we have naught to do but to turn our 
eyes away in misery and in disgust.While the comedies . 
remained purely intellectualo they were bearable? but " ;
Wycherley9 s writing contained emotion— the horrified emotion 
of a puritan, ‘ibad the other writers werequick; tov temper 1 , • 
their work with at least a little morality. - \ ,

, Yanbrughj,. whose- plays were in their essence artificial 
comedies,of mannersj;added"a fifth-act reformation'scene to 
The.Relapse. The play had all the comedy of manners charac- ■ 
teristics? but in the fifth act all changed. The forced 
moral ending destroyed the tone of the play. Colley Cibber, 
too9 in his plays? was- tacking sentimental endings to
comedies of manners. 1,'r-

M  accurate picture of the Iffe.of the Restoration 
gallants was bound to draw censure? and it did. to attack , 
on the immorality of the stage was launched by Jeremy Collier

^ •Ibid.„ p o'227 °
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in 1689§ when be published A Short View of the Profaneness 
: and Immorality of the English StagOo Collier attacked : 
espeeiall^ the contemporary dramatists whom he considered ■ 
immoral o' "To put lewdness into a Thriving condition a to 
give it an Equipage of QHa.lity9 and to treat it with Gef e-; • , ; 
mony and Bespect3 is the way to confound the Understanding, 
to. fortifie the Charmg and to make the Mischief ihvineihle0 
Be named especially Vanbrugh for his play The Belapse and o 
.Congreve-for his' plays' love for" Love3 The Old Bachelorand 
The Double Dealer0 ; . :;:v 'ri;; 1" : 1 /

Saintsbury tells ud that Collier'knew the ancienf 
: erlties g which he brodght to the- fore to show that the drama 
of his own age was ’immoralI And Saintsbury asserts that: 
this point helped him win a victory ■which did away to a . 1 
great extent with the bawdiness of the stage5 and ushered .. 
in the sentimental period of the -dramaCollier1 s: en=

•: trenchment of ancient authority and practice influenced his '• f ;. 
: generation,; Though he was replied to by Vanbrugh and : i
: Congreve y' neither hady much to say' in defense' of his. Work» ; ,
- but each Only succeeded in attacking Collier on the grounds , . 
of stupidity and evil =mindedness 0. h: ̂ yl'

One critic could = face Collier on his own ground of 
knowledge9 and dido - John Dennis3 in the same year 9 l6S93

Je Eo Spingarn, Critical Essays of the Seventeenth 
Centuryc, III9 253,:' ;• ' :: :: : I : - ’ v: ' y; y 'ly ;i'/■

^  Saintsbury o obi cite, n, 403. . -1 - v ■ ■ ■ .1'v '::



published a lengthy defense' ofthe stage? ' entitled The 
Psefulness1 of the Stage to the Happiness of Mankind, to the 
Government* and to Religion. But Puritan feeling against 
the immorality of the theatre had been growing during the . 
Restoratloh period* By the time of the'Collier controversyv 
the attacks on the theatre reached a culminations, and Collierf 
treatise seemed the turning point in the morality of the 
' d r a m a H i s  outburst carried enough weight to startle - :: •
London' s play=goers and actors * On January 2̂-, 1696 ̂ the 
Lord Chamberlain had issued an order requiring all plays to 
be fully licensed. :The year 1697 saw;;; a' command for scurri- -' 1 
lotis sentiments and profane expressions to be deleted from 
plays0 A stricter order followed in 1698/9) after the pub
lication of A Short View of the Profaneness and immorality 
of the a x g l l s h ' Stamps ' ' t ^

By 1701 the age of sentimental drama had begun« From 
the brittle5 heartless 5 . and highly amusing Restoration drama, 
England was turning , to; a type of . play which, while tit s till 
had many characteristics of the older drama, clothed any 
immorality it might possess with a strict and obvious ex
pression of at least one moral at the end of the fifth act0 

The taste of the theatre audience seemed to have 
changed| those who saw sentimental comedy relished it= The
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: plotnrecl ths fates ’ of frail heroines s
were’ becoming popular o Of the I!shew tragedies s the out stand- 
.ihg writers-were Southerhej- Otway? and later Roweo - 
;\ i v ■ It was into this world of the theatre that Steele 

, stepped = ■ Ehglahd had begun her theatre again, and during 
the forty years since the Restoration had experimented with 
many types of drama = One, the comedy of manners^ was new; o ' : 
one,, the' comedy jof humours;, was old 0 the rest were hybrid ' 
forms with old and new elements in them; the comedy of in- , 
trigue-? the 'sentimental comedy, the heroic 'tragedy? and the 
"She" tragedyo Steele, with, these forms behind .him, was 
writing his first play, The Funeralq in 17Gl= 1

The purpose of this chapter has been to trace through 
his tory - the drama 9 and its'moral inteht wherever present s 
' to the time of Steele is arrival on the English stage as a 
dramatist„-.It is hoped that the picture of the state of - 
. the theatre presented by this chapter ' will help to clarify 
the later portions' of this study, since the problem of 
, tracing . Steele/8 s moral intent: in his plays - and: dramatic 
criticism:can be solved only by analyzing and evaluating, his 
■work with reference to that which went before himo .



CHAPTER■III

vv': v .'V;: : STEELE 8 S EARLY' PLAYS V  : ' . •
Steele wrote three plays before he began his'period

ical writing with The Tatler in 1709= These• plays were 
Steele * s first,attempts at dramatic writing0 The.Funeral,' 
or Grief a la Mode q was Steele is first play., It was pub
lished by Jacob Tonson in 17010 It was followed by The 
Lying -Lorer« or The Ladles' FriendshipQ which Barnard ; 
Lihtot published ih lyoU-o Steele 8s third play5 The Tender 
Husband« or The Accomplished Fools« appeared in 170S; 
pfinted by Tonson.
■:■ -These three plays were Steele 8s only attempts at •
dramatic writing which were completed before 17223 when 
The Conscious Lovers. Steele 8s fourth and last complete . 
play3 appeared. The first three represent Steele9 s early " 
'efforts at dramatic writing. They show Steele8a achieve
ment as a dramatist in his first attempts. The Conscious 
- Lovers j. as Steele8 s. last play, with a span of seventeen 
years between it and the third of his plays, must be con
sidered: the culmination of Steele 8-s dramatic development.

The aim of this chapter is to study Steele8s first 
three plays, The Funeral. The Lying Lover, and The Tender 
Husband, ih ah attempt to discover:Steele9s'practice at-the.
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■beginning of his career as a dramatists and the develop- 
ment of this practice in these plays9 to the point at which 
Steele began his periodical writings in 1709i An analysis 
will be made of the plays according to plot, or situations 
the main theme or idea; Steele8 s moral intent in the play; 
characterizationf and the general effect of the play in 
so far as Steele8 s moral point of view is concerned*

t y ; ,  ■ - t . ; i s e  p i m i r a i  ■ : ' t  •:

The Funeral was written in the summer of 1701 and 
in October was given to Christopher 'Rich,- the manager of 
Drury Lane.g to be produced* It was acted shortly after and
was printed by Idcob Tonson between December 18 and 20 of
'■ ,y  ; ̂ 19 ' "t: y '  , ' : ’ : : 'the same year* ; .

Plot synopsis * The plot of The Funeral eoncerns the 
machinations of a widow, who supposes her husband dead*
Lady Brumpton is the young wif e of a rich:old earl, who.; 
doted on her to the point of turning out and disinheriting 
his son by a former marriage*

At the start - of the play Lord Brampton has supposedly 
died-o. Actually he has been in a deep coma* He is aroused - 
by his faithful servant Trusty, who takes the opportunity 
of his master's supposed death to show him what a hypocrite
, Lady Brumpton is> Lady Brumpton tells her confidante and

' 3-9- Richard Steele3 Playsq edc by Go" A* Aitken, p0 2i
All following references in this chapter will be to this 
book* . ■ v • : - :
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Said.:, : Tattlea-id^how muc.h she 'kate# her husband when he -; 
was alivej and of her plans for enjoying widowhood. The: 
two ahe unaware that their conversation is overheard by 
hord BriMpton. and ,Tru ; v .. w;.,::; . : : .

Lady Brump ton8 s wicked act ions § which are observed by 
her husband9 cons 1st for the most part of her contrivances 
■: to :'.sell the two innocent, giris who.,have' been left in her t
hands at .her husband8s supposed deatho Lady Sharlot and ; ,
Lady Harriot are orphan girls9 the wards of Lord Brumpton. ; 
Lady Brumpton orders, them locked in their room to prevent 
their escape9 after they confront her with their discovery 
that she is hypocritical in her sorrow for Lord Brumptond -
: Lord Hardy 9 Lord. Brumpton8 s son , loves Lady Sharlot § :
his friend Tom Campley loves Lady Harriot0. The two young 
men conspire to get the girls away from Lady Brumpton9 and 
with the help of Trimi ;Hardy8s servantg succeed in rescuing 
Lady Harriot. Lady Harriot3s disappearance frightens Lady 
Brumpton into arranging the disposal Of Lady Sharlot. The 
widow sends a note to' her brother.) asking-him to steal the 
girl during the fuhbral of Lord Brumpton. The note is 
,intercepted by Trusty 9 who tells Lprd Brumpton and'his son 
Lord Hardy of the plan. : k . :" ■ : ,' i : k it y. kk:

Lord Hardy and Campley gather Lord Hardy1 s regiment / 'y k 
together to storm Lady Brumpton8s lodging. They plan to 
steal the casket from her servants as it is being taken to. .
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tlievMrial . place and carry it away . Lady Sharlot hides in 
tiie casket and is carried to Lord Hardy * s lodgings „

%en Lady Brnmpton comes to the lodgingsto protest y
the theft of Lord Brumpton8 s remains 9 Lord Hardy •accuses, 
her of poisoning her husband; he asks her to view the body0 
The casket is opened and put jumps Lady Sharlot0 At this 
turn, of affairs Lady BrUmpton accuses Lord Hardy of mur
dering his father and stealing the body away to prevent : :
recognition.' Her argument is interrupted when Trusty 
brings forth Lord Brumpton to the astonishment of all.
/ Lord '. Brumpton recognizes' Lord Hardy; as his son and heir9 / / 
but Lady Brumpton reminds him that legally she has been 
named his heiro Trusty again rises to the Occasion and ■ 
presents a‘mahj Cabinety:whO::revhals himself as, Lady ; ’ o ; 
Brumpton rs; actual husband by a private marriage - six months 
before she met Lord Brumptono. This turn of affairs brings. / 
about a happy ending to the play9 with the dismissal of the 
false Lady Brumpton and the .reunitingof the four: lovers c,' :
as well as the reconciliation of Lord Brumpton and his son 
Lord Hardyv; ; ■ '. ' . . ; ■ ' ; - / - ;-V; ■.. /; . /:./-' / .1
ft - ■ " - Themev As can be seen from the foregoing brief /./I h//.1: - 
synopsis? the theme of the play is moralistic in nature.
Steele8 s design =, however9 did not follow the usual pattern . 
of the earlier sentimental drama of Cibber and Vanbrugh by / / 
showing. the reformation of a character or group of characters <,



^  his : subj ect in the manner of an
‘ ' ' i \ : ' ■ ' - ' ' - ; ' ■" ' • --expose, His approach to the play was much like that of
' Jonsono in his comedy of humours 0 Steele8s intent was to
:., showthe evils ; of the time 9 actions or attitudes - which
seemed outwardly good until exposed as evil by the drama
tist. The plot framework of the play followed this ideas 

v: With Trusty showing the true nature of' Lady Brampton to ' 
her supposedly dead husband. Hpon this framework other 
exposures were placed. Into the mouths of those he would 

. censure.: Steele put admitted hypocrisy. Each, character . 
tells of his pretended honesty and Of his actual guilt.

The main expose is that Of the London widow9 per
sonified in the play by Lady Brampton, In the first scene 
Of the play9 she tells of the Joys of widowhoods

• Oh! how my head runs my first year outs and jumps
to all the joys' of widowhood 1 If thirteen months • 
hence a friend should, haul one to a play one has 

■. a mind: to . s ee 9' what pleasure f twill be when my ' y 
Lady Brumpbonis footman8 s called (who kept a place 
for .that very purpose) to make a sudden Insurrec
tion of fine wigs in the pit andside-boxes. Then9
with a pretty sorrow in one’s face and a.willing
blush for being stared at9 one ventures to.look 
found and bow to one of one 8 s Own : quality . - .
Lady Brumpton8s hypocrisy is recognized by all but

: her husband. The. fact that she is a widow immediately
; . associates her with falseness in the minds of those with
whom she comes in e out act. In the f irst scene of the play
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the undertaker Sable says s'- « o there is often nothing
more Inwardly distressed thanj a young bride in her glitter-
ing retinue 9 or deeply joyful than a young widow in her
.weeds and. black traino” 6 The lawyer Puzzle reveals the
same opinion of widowhood as Sable8s9 when he professes
sympathy for Lady Brumpton in front of her maid9 “Alas 3
Alas i Poor Lady ?M and then9 at Tattleaid8 s exit j, he ex=

22claims 3 I'Damned hypoerites o8” Thus Sable reveals his 
own hypocrisy as he denounces that of Tattleaid and Lady 
Brumptono • ■ : '

- Built upon the framework of Lady Brumpton8 s dissemble 
ing we find other deceptions« The professiori of the under
taker is exposed in the character of Sable9 with whom Lady 
Brumpton dealso In his Preface to the play Steele states; 
his purpose in satirising undertakersg "The subject of 
this drama 8tis hoped will be acceptable•to all lovers of 
mankind, since ridicule is partly leveled at a set;of 
people who live in impatient hopes to see us out of the
world9 a flock of ravens that attend this numerous city for
■■■■ I:/ 23 V ' / : ■ ' ■:.their carcases. .  ; . ;

The first scene of the play takes place in the under
taker 8 s establishment« In his directions., .to the servants 
Sable points out the artifices which his prof ession practices

' ^  Steele 9 p* 12, .
' . ; ̂  .Stoele9.. pg 22, . ' ' v '

steele9 p» 5° . ■ ' . '



Arid: you3 Mr0 Blockhead^ I waprant you have .mot ■
- called, at Mr« ' 'Pestlê  S g the • apothecary g Will 

; that fellow: neyer .pay mef f itarii bound; fori x-v ; ::
% " all the poison In that sfarvIng murdererGs shop0

V..: He serves me just as Dr0 Qulbus did,..Mho pro
mised to write.a treatise against watergruel9 

■ a damned healthy slop3 that has done me more 
injtiry ttoa all the faculty» ■ :

, Sharp practices are not confined to the undertakers 
iri The Funeral = The law profession comes in for its share 

;. -'of satire in the character of Puzzle, Lord. Brranpton8s law
yer» In Act I; Scene 1? -Ptizsle comes to see Lady Brumpton. 
about the will; and he gives his clerk advice as to follow- 
ing the profession of iawo He explains -his dealings with 

/Lord Br map tons ; vt-''. ' h'--: . : ■,
How this gentleman entirely trusted me? arid 1 made
the only use a man of business can-of a trust— I - .
cheated'himo For. I9 imperceptibly, before his face, - 
made, his whole estate liable to a hundred per annum 

•: : ;: for myself 5. for good services ?: &co As for legacies, 
they are good or riot as I please| for, let me tell 
you9 a man must take pen2 ink, and paper, sit down 
by an old f ellow, and pretend to take directions §

; but a true lawyer never makes any man11 s will but
' /'i-'- .-his Own; and as the priest of old among us got -riear

the dying man and give all to the^church, so now 
the lawyer gives all to the laWo ■

. Puzzle explains his ability to steal from clients as
an ability to be M eloquent in gibberish,15 . to tie up in .
legalities: all types of assets. 8iX hope to see the day
when the indenture shall be the exact measure qf the land

" that passes' by if,” Puzzle; says, praising' the legal tangle
which enables him to/.enrich himself v

/- Steele, p0 'ih,
Steele, p, 22, 

- ^  Steele, p» 23 <,



• ' A Steele9.again in the Preface to She Funeral^tells 
of his design to ridicule the 1egal professions sayings
; ' Howeverc, the daily' legal villainies we see com

mitted will also be esteemed things proper to be 
■ presented by satires , . » it seems there is an• art to be learned to speak our own sense in other,
men rs words ? and a man in a gown that never saw 
his face shall tell you immediately the design 
of the deceased j, better than all: his- old aequain- /

■ ' . tance| which is so perfect a hocus-pocus that?
; Without you can report such and such words 5 you

cannot convey what'is in your hands into■another8 S| 
but far be it from any man6s thoughts to say there 
are not men of strict integrity of the long robe? 
though itgis not everybody8 s good fortune; to meet

'' : - with;.::8:eSo V; ; . :: : ■ - - :

.The characters of both Sable and Puzzle have little 
to do with the main plot. Sable8s presence is limited to 
two scenes s; Puzzle8 s to one 0 Their main function in the 
plot seems to be mor alistic o Their scenes are'; comic § ridi
culous through strong satire6 Steele8 s pen gives no re
deeming qualities to them but is entirely condemning„ 
fhrough them he continues to carry out his theme of hypo
crisy in London life*

Lady BrumptOn8 s deceptions ? as has been said before? 
are the. framework Of the play0 Opposite her on the scale 
of virtue are placed Lady Sharlot and Lady Harriot? 
Brumpton8 s wards* There is strong contrast between them 
and the scheming? heartless Lady Brumptonc But there is 
also contrast between the girls themselves0 Lady Sharlot • 
is Sl̂ ? ' trusting s and; avowedly in love with Lord Hardy .
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' .Lady' Harriot j on the other hands, is more outspoken9 ‘ wittier 5 
and more suspiciouso She is conscious o f her obligations 

sas a young lady of fashiono Consequently her lover lorn 
Gampley 3:;to; win her 3 has to triek her into an honest ad
mission of her love for himo Lady Harriot has common sense 
enough to recognize it when she sees-it in Campley? and she 
tosses. aside ' the 'false %  of the society in which she :
moves to be honest in proclaiming her love0 Here9 too9 
then hypocrisy is noted; but the obvious virtues of the 
.character calls, for an admission of it and a change to truth.

While Lady Chariot and Lady Harriot are true gentle- 
. womenr Lady Brampton's friends are foolish9 artificial models 
B of fashiono In the second scene of the third.act-these 
■ friends arrive to pay their respects to the bereaved widow<= 
Their shrewishness and foolishness show effective use of 
ridicule on the part; of Steele0 In the gossip that ensues 
when the visitors meet .Lady Brumpton? the silly emptiness 
of-their lives is easily seen. Reputation in the eyes of 
the world is all that matters to them; as Lady Brampton 
says$ “Sure all the world’s hypocrisy. Well9 I thank my 
stars5 Whatsoever sufferings I have3 I've none in reputa-
tion."

" Lady Brumpton8 s friends do not trust one another 9 nor ' 
do servant and mistress 9 in the case of Lady Brumpton and

" . ■ : . ̂ ^̂ Bteele'y-pŷ By.̂ :, 5' ,\:y:  ̂ y '.1;;::'
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Tattlealdo Their .relationship in intrigue binds the two
together5 but LadyBrumpton voices her desire to poison
her maid«. \ "'' - J ^

• Distrust is the heyhote-of the playo Everyone is
gulling or being gulled0 Sham and reputationc, rather than
true worthg are the measure of judgment of good and bad.
Even Madam D8 Epingle9 the sweetheart of Lord' Hardy8 s
servant? resorts to subterfuge to gain her ends. She is ,
a French dressmaker earning her living in London. In the
second Scene of the' third act she accidentally slips into
perfect English rather than her broken accent, and she is
confronted by Gaiipleyt She tries to explain the changes
; ; Why g Mr. Campley<, you.must know l ean speak as ' r

good English as you, but 1'don81 for fear of 
losing my customerso The English Will nevef " 
give a price for anything they understand, Hay, ' 
I've knoim some of your fools pretend-to buy 

- With good breeding,' and give any ̂rate rather - 
than not to be thought to have French enough 
' to know what they are doing ■ •'

From a lyingj grasping widow to a struggling dressmaker
Who dissembles to live, Steele carries out his theme of
hypocrisy in society 0 \ \ : / it f/;>■.'

Moral intent. Steele1s moral Intentions in the play
activate its themeo The Funeral might be termed destruc™
. tive f ather than constructive from an. ethical standpoint<>
Steele makes no attempt to reform his cahracters, but he
does open their eyes to flaws ■-••in: those around them. Lord

: ■ steele, :Pi;i59f';-* / L* ' . .1



lymtiptQn sees Lady Brumpton as she really is. He overhears: - 
the conversation between Puzzle? the lawyers and his; clerk. 
He also observes the practices of Sable, the undertaker, 
Those revelations are arranged by■Trusty, Ho change is 
brought about from bad. to good, " in the. characters: thems elves, 
They have no intention of changing and are only observed 
in their evil ways 9 not corrected, "

There is /only - one reformation in the play 2 that of 
Cabinet9 Lady Brumpton°s first husband, -His feformation: 
comes through great fright rather than an honest desire to 
change his ways,. Cabinet happens to catch a glimpse of : 
Lord Brumpton and thinks he. is seeing a ghost,. His con
science pricks him- to the point that he writes a note to 
Trusty9 informing him that hes Cabinet? is actually Lady 
Brumpton8 S husbahdThis; bit of hewsy saves Lord Brumpton 
from any legal ties to Lady Brumpton, But there is no 
repentance coming from Lady Brumpton at the sight of Lord 
Brumpton * s "return from the dead," She reminds him craftily 
that she is still his wife, Then Cabinet makes.his appear- 
anceo Lady Brumpton? faced with her guilt? does not break 
down9 but walks out9 berating Cabinet as she goes. Our ; ■ 
last glance of her is as .a thoroughly unrepentant female,  ̂

The sentimental portions of the.play are those show
ing the r elationship between four lovers % between Lord Hardy 
"and his father 9 Lord. Brumpton 5 and between Lord Brumpton ; ;
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and his faithful servant Trusty,. . The four lovers are con
sistently romantlCo At first there seems to be a form of 
the cruel coyness of the comedy of manners tradition in' the 
behavior of Lady Barrio t o. However § she s oon c omes to her 
senses and the four are avowed lovers« without customs of ; 
manners to follow except those of their natural good in
clinations o 1 v; ; ' v ■

The sentimental situation between Lord Brumpton and
his son is idealized by Steele* The affection Lord Hardy 
.has fOr his fath after he has been disinherited
by himis emphasized by Steele* The dialogue throughout; 
'the play is not too obviously didactic until the last 
scene of the, meeting between'Lord Hardy and Lord Brumpton. 
Here.,Steele places fatherly advice in the mouth of Lord 
: Brumpton * The play 5 which to the last, scene has contained 
little moral adfflohition* ends oh a didactic noteo Lord 
Brumptoh warns his son of the duties of a peers ;

' You are to he a Beer, by birth a judge 
Bpon your honour; of others^ lives and fortunes; 
Because that honour8 s dearer than your owny 
Be gbod? my. son9 and be a worthy lord ■ '
Bor when our" shining virtues bless mankind; . : . :
We disappoint, the livid malcontents5
Who long to call our noble Order, useless.yW

Certainly in this admonition is'seen Steele1s moral intent
in instructing nobility in its responsibilities to the
countryo This, patriotic- note in Steele8s writing is ,\by y

5° - Steeley
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evident ia the last scenes also? when Lord Brumpton tells
' the assemblages, ; ■ v '  ̂: : ;

;: \ Our all'̂  s in' danger ̂ivSir y1 nor shall you dally
Your youth away with your fine wives 0 . . ’
Ho§ in your country's cause you shall meet death, 
Wiile f eeble we with minds resolved do wait it 0 .

The final song of the play is a patriotic incitement s :
■ ; Ariseg arise3 great deads for arms renounced§

Rise from ydui urns and save your dying story9 
Your deeds will be in dark oblivion drowned5 ,
For mighty- William seizes all your glory» ; :

. Again the British trumpet sounds s- , ;i
:y-'- Again Brittania bleedsy -" VA .--t

To glorious death3. or comely weunds 9 
Her godlike monarch leads = . ■ '

The Epilogue= spoken by Lord Hardys follows the same trend
of thbught: and -tries ; to inflame the audience against tne. ::
Frenchc Here he asks them5 in a chivalric9 traditional
passage 2 to fight for the ladies.t ,
•,; ; With gentle fires- your gallantry improve^ : • .

.. CJour age - is brutal j.if untouched with loves ■ ■ ;
v " If . soon bur utmost" bravery 8.s not displayed? . ' k- -

• Think that bright circle must he captives made|
Let thoughts of s.aYing them our toils beguile9

- And they reward our' labour s with a smile = 33
, .- ' Thus we see that Steelers moral intent in the play .
was to instruct his audience in its responsibilities as 
subjects of the king as well as citizens in a hypocrisy- 
ridden world. Using ridicule ' as his weapon9 he hoped to 
:place suspicion on outwardly good9 seemingly noble insti
tutions 0 Steele makes use of short rimes to carry out his

'31: steele5 p9 92» 
32 Steele 9 ■ p> 93". 
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moral intent2 also. Each act ends in;a.didac.tie conplet
or'triplet? such as the one which:closes the first acts
. : Short is the date in which ill acts prevail?
; ■ But honesty8s a rock can never fall,3t

■ Char8,cterizatlon, An anal of the characteriza
tion in the play shows that it is not complex, She: ;
characters are Mack; or white,, good or evil. The char- 
racters of Lord Hardy s-Campley ? and- Trusty are models of - 
nohility of person. Lord Brumpton8s character is much 
more vaguely drawn. He might he one of the audience for 
the first four acts, as,he does nothing &  
little commentg the actionsof his-wife, , In the fifth act 
however, we see more of his character.He admits his mis
take' in the passion''he:f elt for his wife, hut he says, he 
cannot hate her and will see that she never wants. The 
amoral precepts which permeate the last scene are uttered 
for the most part hy Lord Brumpton, He becomes the 
author8s voice. Trim; I think3 is the most interesting 
character in the play. He is Hardy8s servant and is a • , ' 
f airly:' stock characterization of the servant of a young ' 
lord'. He is wily5 whimsical ? not completely honest9 but „ 
faithful to his master;, f Sable the undertaker and -Puzzle 
the lawyer are cleyer bits of caricature;,; Only glimpses ; 
of them are seeng but Steele8s satirical treatment of them 
is sharp and quite amusing, ; ■ y



; v!£h© womenas v/e have seerie, come in for worse treat- ■ 
.mento Lady Brampton is wicked and hypocriticalo ‘■There is 
no change in her character throughout the course of the 
play oh; Lady Shatlotis and Lady-Harriot6 s characters are not • 
complexly drawno The ladies who come to visit Lady Brurnpton • 
are interesting sketches of fashionable ladies of the towno 
Foolish and artificial? they find their chief entertainment 
in gossipo Through such characterization Steele8s moral 
intent is carried out inmaking ridiculous those he wants 
to reform^ '

General effectiveness .■The, comic effect in the play 
is largely derived; from Steele8 s satire on different pro
fessions and individuals in sbdiety0 The undertaker 5 the 
lawyer3■and the French dress-maker all come in for their 
share of ridicule6 The individuals in society.ridiculed 
are the widows the fashionable London lady§ and the 
eoquette0 The characters 9 which bear comparison with -
those of Jonson in his comedy -of humours? are more amusing 
than the situationo Five acts are needed to show ideal 
lovers as opposed to fashionable ones9 the scullduggeries 
; - of the undertaker s8 and the lawyers ̂ prof essions ? ; and the- . 
foolish futility of the fashionable London life with re
putation as its measure. Steele8 s first play.is .a string 
of moral fragments; showing ;through illustrations the evil 
state of social conditio England»; ’ There - is no refer- ,
matlon except in the: case of the lovers 3 when Lady Harriot
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sees her folly Ih holding off Campley and easts aside the 
accepted rnles of coquetry to actually acknowledge her love 
for him„ . . : h . ' ' ■ • '

For other: social wrongs r however3 Steele has no
solution; he merely presents them to he laughed at by the 
audience. In. all cases, the satire he presents is humorous = 
A study of the play as a whole,, though3 shows that the 
intricacies of the plot overshadow the effect of, the satire„ 
There are a few choice scenes of satire, but the plot itself 
is not satirico Instead? it is merely an expose of a false 
womanr over whom virtue triumphs only to the extent that 
she is found out. There is doubt that the play could be 
classified as a sentimental- comedy. if active reformation 
be considered an essential featureo lor do natural good
ness and sensibility come to the fore to:-show, good qualities 
rather than bad. As has been said above3 the characters ", 
are either good or bad in the beginning. There is no 
actual conflict between'the two forcesy with the good 
winning outc At the beginning of the play the evil is 
discovered and its potency Is gome.

■ THE-LYIIG LOVER ' '
-: The Lying Lover? or The Ladies1 Friendship. Steele8s 

second play3 was presented at Drury lane Theatre on December 
2. ■ 17031 It was published January 263 170%; by Bernard. . 
lintoto The plot Steele adapted from Corneille*s



Xe Menteuro „ In the Preface to the play Steele stated 
that h£s phrpose in writing the play was "to attempt a 
(3omedy which might he no improper entertainment in a - 
Christian commonwealtho He continued ? mentioning the
derivation of the plots "In,order to do this 3 the spark 
of this play is introduced with as much agility and life 
as1 he brought with him from France s ' and as much humor as ;
I could bestow on him in England0

Plot synopsis o The lying lover coneerns the escapades 
of an'Oxford scholarj Young Bookwit3 who comes to town to 
meet the ladies0 He has put off his cap and gown for the 

■: elothes of a gallaht and the manners of a soldier. Since 
■̂rhe,-.thinks the way to impress the London ladies is to tell 
tales Of a soldier0s adventures3 he is prepared to act 
the part of a military man.: He has cast lots with a brother 
scholar^ Latine; to see which of the two should be master 
and which should be servant for their sojourn in town.

- iatlne, loses and .becomes 3 for the time being 3 Bookwit8 s

Bookwit meets Penelope9 a= fashionable young lady9

/ . 3^ Steele;, p. 98, v ,
: " 36 Steele9. p. 101. ' -: -v 1 ' • ' - .

37 Loc. cito ' - :
33 This situation parallels closely that of The Beaux0

Stratagem by Farquhar9 which appeared in March; 170&-y. In
this play two penniless.gentlemen; Archer and Aimwell;
• masquerade as master and servant o > ..



and' comrinces h$r that - he is a soldier of fortune just 
returned from fighting' in Holland= ; His charmings dashing 
manner.intrigues her5 and she immediately begins to com
pare him with her faithful9 sineere9;and tiresome suitor? 
Lovemore. . Unlmown to' her 9 Lowemore is an old' college 
friend of Bookwit^s, ' V;: : ;  : • ' ;

After Bookwit$ s first meeting with Penelope' he 
notices Lovemore and:another: gentleman, Frederick? walk
ing along3 talking concernedly, Lovernore has heard that 
Penelope has been feted by another suitor with a party on 
the watero Bookwit 9 hearing only snatches/of the conversa
tion between the two.- men^ decides to embroider . the story 
and gain a reputation for himself as a gallant. Not know
ing that any special-lady is in. question^ or that she is 
the same;, lady to whdm, Lovemore is paying suit ? he spins 
a tale: of a sumptuous banquet on the water 3 with five ; 
barges ̂ music 5 a group of -ladies--the loveliest with, him—  
and dancing until dawn. Lovemore? though he and Bookwit 
are friends3 becomes immediately jealous when he recog
nizes Bookwit 8 s tale as that which: he had heard'about 
Pemelopeo He Is certain that Bookwit is. a suitor of 
• Penelope8 s= ■ v -

In the meantime? unknown to Young Bookwit3;his father 
..arrives in town to find him a wife. He approaches Penelope 
and asks her to 'consider his son in marriage» ' She agrees to 
do so o When Old Bookwit tells his son of the arrangements'



he has made? the young: man̂ / aiready. attraeted' by the mys- . 
terious young lady whom he has met? tells another lie to- 
his father rather ' than go through .with a marriage to some.-, : 
one he has never seen0 He tells his.father .that he was 
'forced into marriage;with a youhg .girl at Oxford. he.was 
surprised in her bedroom and chivalrously married her0 The 
old man,is shocked at. his son^s behaviori'bM forgives^hM-V. 
and returns to Penelope to tell her why his son cannot
marry her, : It//':; v. ' y y f  ■ : ;;
' ' While Bookwit is learning this news, from his son, 
Penelope is confronted by a jealous Lovemore, who accuses 
her of accompanying Bookwit on a f estive party <, Penelope: 
denies the story but is a little flattered and interested 
in this hew, more' exciting side to mild patient ; Lovernoreo : . 
She teases him until he can stand it no longer0 He leaves 
infuriated and sends a note to Bookwit 3 challenging him'

, to a. duel, ' ;,: : , ; . ; v ■ ; ' . ; : : ;
Penelope also sends Bookwit a nbteo She doesn^t trust 

her friend .Victoria, who was with her when she met the tin- 
a known Soldier0, Penelope thinks that Victoria is interested: 
in him, tooo To: test Victoria, she has her send the note 
to Bookwito If yictoria urges Penelope into a romance with 
Bookwit,; it would seem as though Victoria wanted to have ■' 
the unknown soldier o : As, Penelope suspected,’ Victoria is 
eager to help" Penelope see Bookwit, She even signs her



iA&en the note is delivered. Bookwit is recognized as 
the young soldier0 ; In the meantime Old Bookwit reaches 

..Penelope and tells her .that his son is already married. 
Penelope and Victoria are noif "wary of each other because 
of their interest in the young man= Though they .still 
profess:friendship 3 they actually: are jealous of each 
' ether<, They arrive in the park to confront Bookwit with
■ the f act . that they; know' his identity 0. When they accuse: ■
' him of heing married^ he says that.', he only told that story ", 
1 to his father to escape heing married to a Mrs0 Penelope} ' 
ra great fortune9 but not attractiveo. From the signature 
on the note he received^ Bookwit supposed that the girl 
to whom be was attracted; Penelopewas named Victoria,, 
Penelopeo outraged at: being called unattractive; stalks 
away. Victoria leaves; too§. but not until she says she 
could'never • entertain a man Who Insulted her friend~~ . 
not while, her name IsiVldtorlai Sdt. until this moment / - 
does: Bookwit know which of the ladies is 'Victoria0 

• Ihat night he:'s ends a note:hy- way of Latine to .
■ Penelopec The two.men are quite drunk? and Latine mis- . 
takeniy’ gives the note to Victoria.: He is thrown down
stairs by Penelope fs footman. ; As he is coming out of the 
house he is seen by Lovemor©; whohas been lurking near
by in hopes of catching a last glimpse of Penelope before

' ' his duel with Bookwit. • Beeihg Latine come out; Lovemore 
Waits' to see if Bookwit will also appear . At this moment



Bookwit enters drunk= Lovemore accosts M m  and Bookwit 
draws M s  sword to fight Lovemore in the duel= Before 
Lovemore can defend Mmself 5 he is downed and Bookwit runs 
away« Lovemore. is found by a constable,, who takes him for 
deado Bookwit is captured and suspected of murder by the 
constablewho says logically: "There's a man killed in
the Garden3 and youire a fine gentleman3 and it must be 
you-”for good honest people only beat one another^-0"39 

Lovemore is not deal howeverbut only weak from 
loss of bloodo With M s  friend Frederick he disguises- 
himself as a sergeant and goes to visit Penelope, Frederick 
breaks the news of Lovemore8s death to her? and she realizes 
her love for him. She bemoans the loss of the object of a 
passion she has just discovered. At the sight of Penelope's 
grief Lovemore wants to reveal Mmself =, but Frederick stops 
him; saying that Penelope needs to suffer longer, ••

; At this point Old Bookwit:enters in time to confront 
his son and Latines who ■arrive with a gaoler« Young 
Bookwit pleads with his father not to grieve for him. Say
ing that his son has. broken, his heart , the old man faints ' 
away,.: Young Bookwit thinks he has killed his father 9 too, 
but Latine revives Old Bookwit, Frederick then - asks.
Latine to tell the circumstances of Lovemore8 s death,
Latine says' that he killed him, Bookwit denies Latine8;s

. . p, ,1640., % -



statement azicl insists that he is the murderer. Greatly 
moved "by the friends® loyalty to each others Lovemore dis- 
covers hlmself. He 1s • afraid that Penelope will change her 
mind upon seeing him alive again9 hut she says, nI know no 
rules should make me insensible to generous usage,T,lf0; This 
aeceptance leaves Victoria and Bookwit together, Victoria 
will be won— if Bookwit will speak, nothing, but the truth—
: to this he' agrees heartily, ; :

ThemeP The theme of this play9 as can be seen from 
the foregoing synopsis9 is of the tragedy, or near tragedy 
which is the effect of pride, affectation, jealousy, drunk
enness, and dueling. This play shows forgiveness.: of Immo? 
rality in the last act, .. In this play Steele8s;problem is 
not so much to present ah expose of social -conditions as 
to exhibit human follies and affectations. Hence the 
character drawing in this play is more complex than that 
In The Funeral.' The characters are not extremely virtuous; 
each has his faults', ‘but all are .fundamentally good, . When 
tragedy faces- 'them, . their better, natures come to the 
surface, , : - ; . ■ . -

For four acts The hying hover fits into the category 
of a comedy of manners. The situations are common to that 
type, A young man struggling to be thought well of by the 
ladies; a-disappointed suitor kept at:arm8 s; length by his .

Steele, p, -18̂ ,



lady because his love for her is acknowledged; and supposed. 
friendship between two women,, based. actually on artificial 
rather than real f eelingo The characters act .in; true . -
comedy of manners style? also0 The' gallant searches for 
conquests? the disappointed'lover sighs'for his mistress3. 
and the:ladies of the play.pay more attention to each other 
and their;patch-boxes than to the feelings of those who 
truly love themi , , -

The fifth act * 'howeverbrings about a great - change 
in the- tone of the play,-.■■■■.■.'When tra.gedy. supposedly strikes 
:in the;form of a duel between the two friends3 Bookwit and 
Lovemoreo there is: a distinct change-in attitudeo The 
realization of:what terrible results dueling could have 
strikes Bookwit0 In the first scene of the fifth act he 
explains that by.dueling "Thus for the empty praise of 
fools j I * m solidly unhappy 011 ̂  That dueling is the stimulus 
to arouse praise to satisfy one11 s vanity is all too clear ; 
to Bookwit? who -nuw sees, the consequenceSc vdien Latine - 
argues that his honor is at stakef Bookwit condemns dueling 
in violent wordsg - - . , - v :

.. Honour I the horrid application of that sacred 
Word to a revenge against friendship3 law9 and .. _
the reason is a damned 'last shift of the ̂damned '
envious foe of human raceo The routed fiend pro™ 
jected this; but since the expansive^glorlous 
law from Heaven came down--Forgive <, ■ . '



■■ ■■■, : : ; : ; ■ :; *  :

Tlie virtuous change edntinues In the love of Penelope
for IfOvemoreo In the third scene of the fifth act?
Penelope .receives; the news of his death and realizes her
cruelty to him in life* Eere; too 9 in the change in
Penelope Is:a rebellion against the affectations of fashion- -
able lifer . . : ■.. / o', o. .. ■ ■
■ Curses on him first flattered with his tongue9 

On her that first disseinbleci in her silence—
What miseries have they entailed on life • -
To bring in fraud' and' diff idence ih. love I 

. ’ Simplicity is the dress of honest 'passions
• : Then why our acts? why to. a man enamoured.

That at her.feet effuses all her soul?. ko
Must a woman cold appear? false to herself and h i m ? :
ilso," in : the father-son relationship between Young 

Bookxfit ...and his ■father we see a virtuous spirit. Old 
Bookwit ̂S Sorrow: at his sonW trouble is so intense that., 
he swoonsi ' Young Bookwit thinks he has killed his father» ' 
The young man feels, no self-pity? but only remorse that 
others must suffer' through .his follies 0 His .devotion to 
his. father and his consoling of the old man9 when- he him
self is the one in grave danger? is ,certainly another - touch 
of Steele * s to arouse pity . :

One more'bit of artificiality is shattered in the 
fifth act when Victoria and Penelope admit their distrust 
of each other. They break their conventional friendliness - 
to tell each other of their jealousy. Thereby they purge '■ 
themselves of their distrust and are enabled to be true



friends« : , ' : - ' / .
The loyalty between Bookwit and Latine comes to the 

fore in the last act when Latine- who till this point has 
been apprehensive but willing to take part in Bookwit6s 
schemes3 attempts to save his friend8s life. Els confession 
to .murdering Lovemore himself is the epitome of loyalty to . 
a friend0 This step causes Lovemore to reveal his identity9 
sayings "Loyemore still lives to adore your noble friend
ship^ and begs a shar e in'%  Be not amazed I but let me . , 
grasp you bothj. who, in an. age degenefate as this 9 have ' 
such transcendent v i r t u e - - o T h e  “transcendent virtue'* 
which LovemOre mentions is Steele8s focal point in the 
. playv The first four acts build to the duel scene at the .i 
end of the fourth act. '

The situation following the duel Scene is logical in 
some/■■respects.* The remorse of Bookwit is normal enough and 
does not crowd the bounds of credulity, nor does his. 
f ather Vs grief * The imagination is strained; however 9 with 
the survival of Lovemore and his.return^ disguised; to see 
the effect of hls: suppbsed death' upon the others* The . 
play here seems forced into a happy ending with virtue, 
though late to transcend folly, at last rewarded. .■ / d;

Moral intent* The morality of the theme shows clearly 
Steele8 s'intent in writing The. Lying Lover * In his Preface



to The-Lying Lover Steele criticizes the state of the 
theatre in England? saying that it. offends against religion 
loye5, and good manners 0. He .wishes to present a comedy which 
instead of violating moral laws 3 “will strip vice of the gay 
habit in which it has too long appeared3.and clothe it in 
its native dress, df‘ shamej - contempt9 and dishonour0,t*+5' He 
says that in presenting anguish and sorrow in the fifth act 
of the play he may. be committing an injury on the rul es of 
comedys, but he feels sure, that he is justified through the 
Maws of moraiityo' Steele Was successful in writing a moral.. 
play With characters quite in the comedy of manners style.
He carries a step further the Restoration dramatists8. 
practice of holding, folly up to ridieuleo He shows, the 
consequences of continuing the-: existence condemned in his 

;piayo His purpose is to uplift his audience by picturing 
the effects of continued folly and vice0 That.those in 
the play ar e naturally, good and have only - the smaller 
follies, of mankind is instanced.in.their behaviour after 
Lovemore is believed deadD In the Prologue Steele said 

: he would shows ' ■■ ' ■ ‘ - : W ; - t  V-
' Ho gross vices to your , sight9 .

Those too much horror raise, for just delight;
. And to detain the attentive knowing ear 9. . kd -
• Pleasure must still have something that8 s -sever©,, : ; - -

Steele could not approve pleasure for pleasure8s sake only*
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He felt that pity had its place inthe theatre as a moral
infiuence upon the spectator0 . In - the Epilogue to .The
hying Lover, he sayss , : jf; : T v ' T

: Our too adventurous:, anthoi soared tonight ' T ■ T:; -'';
V Above the little praise^ mirth to excite,

: Arul Ohose with pity to chastise dellghti . ■ >: V
v : T For laughter “s a distorted:,passion8 born 
■■.:t:T'̂ .hudd®3i; self-esteem and sudden scorn^ v,- : T ' ;

%hleh^ when..%tIs o5 er s and the men in pleasure wise., V 
Hoth him that moved it and themselves despise^
' While' generous pity of a painted woe: -; '
: Makes us ourselves both more approve - and knowo- ' ;' .
Characterizat1on0 burning fro# a study■of Steele8 s' -

moral intent in the play to an analysis of the characters '
in it =: we find them to be more sharply drawn -than those of T
The Funeral„ They are persons3 rather, than typess though
the difficulties in which they find themselves are stock ;
: situationso i: / ; ■ V - : ' ■ i T:’ ;T •' v: ; : r - : ■ ■ ; / ■ , r
•. Young Bdokifit8s character .is amusingly drawn» ' Go A0

".Aitken9 in his edition Of The' Lying lover a traces) relation- - '
■ ships between the iying lover and ' Gorneille:8 s liar in Le T
Menteur closely enough to show us that most of the troubles
which Bookwit8s; tohgue get him; into- are derived from the
French soureeo' The fifth act is a departure from this )
course:9 however 2 and is Steele 6s original work. _ The best
scenes in the play are those in whieh Steeie8 s wit is
taxed .with the problem of Wormlhg Bookwit8 s way out of -
trouble. BookX'/it-seems shallow and heedless : of This father8 s

“ ~"'’"!+7 Steele5 po 187. : / ,T.T; ; ' ;)'T :)v ' ; ’



admonitions and friend8s warning until it is too late0 His
character is; not- rounded: uiitil thef fifth act ? when his re=-
formation takes place0 Until; then we like him immensely
. for his clevernessoi / i f -r-: ,v;

Latlneis role is much smaller than that of Boekwit.
He. and Frederick^ Lov.ermore8 s friend 5 are the means of the
play;0 Around their normal reactions the pla.y revolves 0 i
Their attitudes are those of virtuous honourable men;" but
they seem as shadows compared with Bookwit and hovemore—
iuntil the fifth acto In the.last act Frederick takes the
Bovemore-Penelope situation f or his jealous friend into
his own handso' And Latine tries.to' save his friend . .
Bookwit by professing guilt himself o . ' v

Loyemorej though a patient ? mild lover to Penelope 9
has a jealous nature0; To Steele this is a grave fault
for which he is punished by.his.wound from Bookwito
Bovemofe realizes his .jealousy was wrong after Penelope8s .
love is shown him at the news of his death« He recognizes
the evil of jealousy § and at her promis e t o marry him ̂ he
vowss ; ' - : ' ■ • '' • . \ : ' ' , V

Them doubts % and fear si and. anxious cares be gones ■; All ye black thoughts that did corrode my breast;
Here enter falth^ and.confidence^ and love I 
Bove that can81 live with jealousy? but dwells . _ -

...■■.p!.r;\.̂ ,̂ With;''''sacred’''marriagê  truth9 and mutual honouro ̂
: Old Bookwit is a likable man* His. main characteristic
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is' M s  love for his son=, He is. treated with reverence by 
■S;teele0 Only once is he characterized as a romantic, old 
man3 of the type ridiculed in the French play from which 
The hying hover was adapted. When he comes to court 
Penelope for his son ? he compliments her prettily"=-so 
prettily that for a moment he becomes lost in his own 
gallantry. But he quickly recovers himself $ saying g 811 
did not think 1 had such a memoryo I find the women are 
now certainly daughters of the women before 1em§ Flattery 
still does i t . I n  the part of Old Bookwit Steele saw 
a chance to instil pity § that moral instructor :-9 into his . 
play p. , The scene in the last act in Which the old man be
wails the loss of his son contains the most sentimental
language In the play< The par ting of : the two was plainly
designed to touch the sensibility of the audience.

0. Book. I have too much upon mec, child9 to speak—  
ahd’j indeed g have nothing to say 3 but to feed my 
eyes Upon thee ecer we part for every if tears would 

, let me.' "When, you have slept in your cradle 3' I have 
waked for you--and Was it to this end I 0h3 childs 
. you6ve. broke your father8 s heart. . t:' - • - -  ''
(swoons) o ' ~ /:
y. Book. Good Heav8 n forbid it— guard him and pro- 

: teet him. ■
He faintss he5s cold3 he's gone|(running to him.)
He8s gone3 and with his last breath called me parricide. 
"You've broke your father8 s heartf* Oh? killing sound I 
I'm all contagion; to pity me is deaths 

; .My griefs to all. are mortal but myself.
The two women in The Lying Lover. Penelope and Victoria5

Steele? p. 124{ 
^  Steele9 p. 181.
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are typical oomedy of mariners heroines o They are self= 
centered9: affected^ and mistrustfulc' We have no idea that 
they have hearts at all until the fifth act3 when they ad= 
mit their mutual, dislikeo fhey draw much closer when their 
hypocritical attitudes are gone0 Then Penelope tells 
Tic tor la that she will consider Lovemore11 s suit 0 However ? 
the habit of fashion is still strong in her when? a moment 
later § Frederick is announcedo ; Penelope says she cannot 
for hear a little tyranny.3 and at his entrance she tells 
him she will hear nothing he would have to say about 
Lovemore0 All her pose is dropped9 however 9 when she hears 
of lovemore5 s deatho After Lovemore appears alive3 she is 
faced .with the admission she has made of her true feelings„ , 
Her refdrmation is complete» Much like Lady Harriot in 
The Huheral she realizes ■' that nride•and affectation have ; :■ ’■ ■ ,n n i-n" ■ rrrv.:, ' ' • ," . < '

no place in true love 3 and she denounces the fashionable 
Mrulea in love0 ' : v

' Tietoria^s character resembles that of PenelopeQ She§ 
toog is a false friendo When she becomes interested in 
Hookwit9 jealousy of Penelope gets.the better of her? and 
she do.es her best • to persuade Penelope' to marry Lovemore 
or the young scholar whose father :approaches Penelope» 
Tietoria is not made to experience any strong emotional 
change throughout the: playy consequently her character re
mains shadowy and vague a Since Steele was experimenting
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with the changes In fmdamentally' good people In this playo 
he. did little sketching of actual Individual characteristics^ 
Instead, he let situations _b@ the cans© for character develop- ... 
mento: - : \' 'V : ■/.;d’' . .v

General effectiveness o The hying hover succeeded as 
a moral, drama more than Steele8 s eariler play The Funeralc 
The hying hover not only exposed foily 9 it showed, its 
hitter : eff ects o Through his charaeterization. Steele manage 
ed to’ Show the .characters in their true colors which had 
seemed in high fashion to earlier; authors0 These charac
ters were not malicious; their Vices were not great0 But 
the situations Steele created around his characters con
tained lessons which Steele felt to be virtuous instruc- 
tioho These situations were more dramatic than those of 
The Funerals: However9 the abruptness with which the
characters meet M.S’fortUne and'discover their mistakes 
robs the play of its sincerity0 The denouement :;.seems u- 
trumped-upo Steele8s intention was to impress his audience 
of the right - through arousing their pity & The fifth act of 
The Lying Lover attests to his attempt at this. In arous- 
ing this: pity he turned,;to; blank verseo 
;: "v’ The sehtimental passages throughout the play are in 
blank verse« Almost the entire fifth act of the play is 
in verse« with a song ending the act as in The Funeral0 
There is also the Use of rhyming couplets and triplets to
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end- tlie first four aets0: The last act ends with a four- :
line 'couplet , spoken by. Book&/it5 which - admonishes . his-
audience to follow his example«

Since such deserved misfortunes they must share?
. Mho with gay falsehoods entertain the fair;.

Let all with this just maxim guide their ̂youthj 
There is no gallantry in love but truth»51

This verse may well serve as an iliustration of Steeleis
practice throughout his play of pointing out viee9 its .
consequence^ and the rule; of: conduct one should rightly '
follow^ i: ' . - . . : ' - 1; ■ ; ' i - i

■ : 1 w ■ : ' ' THE TENDER HUSBAI1D ' -i' 1 \ ,
Steeleys third play was-The.Tender Husbandg or The 

Acoomnllshed Fools0 This comedy was produced by Rich at 
the Theatre Royal on April239 l?05o It was published by 
Tonson May 9 of the same; yearo ̂  -- - ':h _

Plot synopsisc The title of the play. The Tender 
Husbahdi refers to the first plot of the play. The tender
husbandoeierimont Senior9 has an affected wife who enjoys
indulging in such petty vices as gambling 0 Clerimont 
Senior plays a trick upon her by having his mistress • 
Faihlove masquerade as a man to woo hero He plans- to de= 
nounce his wife3 either forcing her to reform or to part 
with - himo ,. v' x.:. ' '

Mrs d Clerimont 3 who wishes to ape French manner's § is

gteele? p o 186 9 . . • ; :
^  Steele9 pb 191o :v :



taken with Fainlovecs:pretty ways» - The two are lef t alone 
quite often by Cierimont Senior3 and- finally Fainlove . ; 
■'■receives, a note from Mrs0 Cierimont making an assignation^ 
Fainlove shows the note to Cierimont Senior 3 who deoides 
that the moment has come to denounce his wifec He hides 
while Fainlove meets her0 Mrs«, Cierimont tells Fainlove 
that he is a pretty gentlemans though not so bold as her 
hmsbando: Her remarks reveal her fondness for her: husband
which would not have been fashionable to admit=

■Is' Fainlove kisses Mrsi Cierimont3 her husband runs 
in flourishing a pistol,, which he aims at his masquerading 
mistresso MrSo Cierimont protects Fainlove and tries to 
brazen out the situation with her husband» But when he 
shows, her the note she sqnt Fainlove, she swoons, Mien she 
awakens her husband is congrstulating. Fainlove on her role 
with a klsso At the sight of the two Hr So- Cierimont rushes 
for Fainlove, who runs away o. f ■”- ■ ■

Glerimont Senior then accuses his wife of infidelity0 
His speech opens her eyes to her follies, and she begs 
forgiveness for them, saying that she will change her ways 
immediately^ Cierimont forgives her and welcomes her back 
to him with Open armsU..'tr- ■. t ■' ' • t• •, v\

The second and more amUsing plot of the play concerns 
Cierimont Senior’s younger brother. Captain Cierimont0 The 
plot threads are connected, since Cierimont Senior wishes 
his younger brother, a penniless soldier, to marry a
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fortuneo The winning of Biddy Tlpkin, a romantic young 
girl with a thousand pounds a year9 is the subiect of the 
. second ploto i;: ■ - : ; - ; ‘ '■ - . \

. To enable his younger brother to secure an heiressV: - 
 ̂eierimont; Senior enlists the aid of Samttel Pounces a 
1awyer and the brother of his mistress Fainloveo Pounce ■
tells of:a great fortune5 Miss Biddy Tlpkin, Who is being 
given by hen banker father to a son of his brother=in-=law9 
Sir harry Gubbiho. Gubbln is a country squire who has come 
to iqwn "to dispose of a hundred head of cattle5 and his _ r. 
son0 !?̂  Humphrey Gubbin is a big country booby- who is 
af raid to marry his cousin Biddy because his father -wants 
him to ? and because she. is related to him9 , ; V'v;; ^
• Biddy does not -care for Humphrey? either0 She meets 
through Pounce? Captain Cl er imont 9" who has been warned of 
her romantic dreamy nature0 By .Calling her ^Parthenissa^* 
Glerimorit intrigues her0 . There is no comparison for Biddy 
between the rough? hulking country boy and the dashing glib 
Captain Clerimont0

Humphrey? too? is romantically inclined toward another» 
He meets Painlove in the guise of a young gentleman, and is - 
greatly taken by the mistress8 s. pretty ways0 Fainlove?. with 
an eye upon Humphrey's fortune? which amounts to fifteen 
hundred pounds a year? tells him that he? Fainlove? has a

steele? p0 208. t



sister who:' would very much like to meet him* Humphrey is 
greatly impressed with the idea and says that if the sister 
resembles the Brother 9 he would, like to marry her0

. Humphrey9 hoping to meet Fainlove8s sister§ and Biddy* 
hoping to see; Captain .Clerim tell each other that
they hate each other heartily0 They become good friends 
once they discover that despite their fathers? plans neither 
one wants to marry the other0-

Captain Clerimontgr again helped by Pounce^ comes to 
see Biddy in the guise of a palhter= Her foolish maiden 
aunt wants her to have her portrait done before she marries 
Humphrey. With Humphrey and the aunt in the room Captain 
Clerimont woos and wins the imaginative Biddy. As the 
painter 9 lie tells her of a situation where a younger 
brother loves an heiress. He knows no other way to see her9 
so' he disguises himself as a painter and comes to -paint her'
:portrait. Both the aunt and Humphrey think that would; be 
a silly situation9 but romantic Biddy understands Captain 
Clerimont. She is enjoying his way of courting her when 
the situation is brought to a deciding point.. Humphrey9 
not as foolish as he seemsc, finally understands the eon- 
versation.; He likes the painter and tells Biddy she ought 
to marry himo He volunteers to take the aunt out of the 
room for a few moments. .

While Humphrey and the aunt are out of the room 
Clerimont asks Biddy to elope with him. She is loath to



plunge into marriage without all the romantic ■intrigue of 
a courtshipo Glerimont persuades her that it would be 
just as exciting to run away and be married = Humphrey$ 
when he returnsg offers to help the young couple.

As Mr o Ilpkin and Sir Harry Subbin are wrangling over 
the settlement Biddy will bring with her3 Humphrey, Biddy3 
Clerimont Senior 9 Fainlove« and Captain Glerimont enter0 
Humphrey fells his father that he is married and intro= 
duces him to B’aiiilove3 still in mancs clothingo Sir; Harry3 
always a .strict.parent9 beats them both off the scene=

Mr0 Tipkin suspects- tha,f his daughter may also hawe 
; married when he sees what - has happened to Humphreyb. He is 
frightened at the prospect of someone taking her fortune 
awayo Then he is introduced to Captain Glerimont9 Biddy8s 
new husband5 who tells him that POunee will see that 
Biddy8 s fortune is correctly placedo Hro Tipkin9 who 
thought that Pounce was helping him to keep the fortune 
himself 9 is taken aback, to see that the lawyer has been 
helping the lovers 0 He is left to malee the most of a bad 
bargaino But at this point Sir Harry returns with Humphrey 
and Fainloveo Humphrey is really married3 and since Sir 
Harry discovers from Fainlove that she has some money of 
/her Own9 he is willing to approve the; matchb v

Themeo The preceding synopsis of the play shows the 
difficulty in maintaining a single/themes since the 
two plots of The Tender Husband differ in moodi The
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Glerimdnt Senior =-Mrs = Glerlmont plot has sentimental ele
ments, The Biddy Tipkin-Captain Glerlmont pIdt contains 
the elements of comedy popular when Steele started writing. 
The wealthy fool versus.; the clever but . penniless younger 
brothel; tpiTiiriii-' the heiress was a situation which had been 
treated by the seventeenth century dramatists, with much 
success. The Prologue to The Tender Husband, written by 
Joseph Addison9 states Steele8s purpose in presenting "very 
hopeful monsters for the stage" that "won't be blockheads 
in the common road,"^ The comic situation does contain 
a variety of fools, No particular vices are ridiculed9 
however^ except the enfdrcement of heavy restrictions,
.Restrictions-call foran excuse to break them, according 
to Steele's attitude, The elose reins about both Humphrey 
Gubbin and Biddy Tipkin are easily broken by the two.

The;perious-plot situation also contains the problem - 
of f estrictioho Mrs, Glerlmont has jumped to an extreme 
in her actions for a lack of restriction. Her reformation 
brings about a desire for restraint when she realizes that 
her- unthinking selfishness and unbending pride have brought 
■her .-marriagê  closextQ natastropheQ' 1 i /

8teele states his underlying theme at the end of the 
play in the last speech, which.he gives to Glerlmont Senior, . . 
He admonishes the audience to avoid domestic strife by.

Steeles p, 195=



"generous bonds"g • '
•a = You’ve seen th8 extreme of the domestic life9

■A. son too much confined=-=too free a wife; :̂ . .: r';■
: . By generous bonds. You either should res train 9 
And only on their inclinations gain;

: - Wives to obey must love, :children revere3 ^  -
Tffliile roiiiy: slaves: hre. governed by - their fear. • •
Moral intents '' Steele8s-moral intent is less easily

seen in The Tender Husband than in his : earlier; plays 0 The
situations are less moralizing than those of The:- Funeral .
and The hying Lover0 Steele8 s sentimental reformation Of
Mr So - Glerimont in the fifth act seems fore edo; However, lie

? ;hthtes:yhis intent ::in;;His dedie^ Addison0.
: Steele • dedicated the play to Addison 'as “no improper ' ; ;:
memorial to an inviolable-friendshipo"^ In this playhe.
felt:he must be careful nto avoid everything that might -•
look ill-natured^ . immpral, or: pf e judicial to .what the - -
better part of mankind hold sacred ’and inviolable 011 ̂

■ Ghar ac t er I z at ion o The characterization in The Tender
Husband depicts.once:more the social f ollies' of the
characters in Steele8s- earlier plays»■ The serious plot
has elemente of • Restoration comedy, in it with the situa*=
tion of an affected wife unwilling to admit love for her
husband, as; if is 'not fashionable to-do - so 0 She has
traveled abroad and Is :so jgfeatly impress ed by s tylish
: manners that: she sets fashion above all else0 She has

' 5^ Steele, po ■'■22ho;;: : ■ :■ '.. ' ' ; y v'-
Steele, p. 192= ■ ' .. ' ' V

^7 Steele, po .19So::v:;,':. ; :;



taken up gambling because It is a fashionable pastime0 Hot 
until the fifth act do we'discover that she is worth trouble 
ing about0 Her husband3 who by keeping a mistress has be
haved none too well himself9 forgives her for her follies 
and even pities her enough not to demand that she give them 
all up at onee0 Instead9 he ins1s ts that she rid herself 
of them gradually. ' . / ' 'v,

The character of Clerimont Senior is rather, heartless 
during the first four acts 0 He is using his mistress to . • 
dupe his wife. He makes no attempt at a reconciliation 
with Mrs. Glerlmont until he can catch her in an act to 
show her failingso Ihen his coldness turns to pity and he
■ forgives his wife immediately. His entire character seems 
unnatural 9 especially when compared with the characters in
■ the comic p l o t ;

" Fainlove is amusing o . .:Her remarks upon playing the 
role of a gentleman are some of the wittiest in the play.
She is far cleverer than either Clerimont Senior or his 
wife. She seems an amoral creature, with no compunctions 
about the . plot against: .Mrs;..•Clerimont or about intriguing 
with Humphrey Gubbin. . ' , ■

In the comic plot Captain Clerimont is the typical 
rogue of Eestoration comedy. He is bold9 talks well3 and 
is. intelligent enough to know how to win Biddy when the . 
bthers scoff at her romantic naturep Nowhere in the play 
do we learn that he actually does love her; even at the



close of the play her fortune seems t̂ ,;he:''his;''baî ;:eŴ :-.: •:
sideratlon0 Certainly there is no.- true sentiment between
hero and heroine here«, %

False sentimentality is ridiculed in Biddy Tipkin0
Biddy5 whose namh is. Bridget? longs for a lovely name like
Partehissao ; She hate's to divulge the fact that her. real ; .
name- is Bridget to Clerimont when she first meets: hi®o

Nieces 0 » but if you ask my name9 I must confess 
you put me upon revealing what I always keep as the 

'.V greatest secret I have "for would you believe it9 
- • but they have called me— Bridgeto

: Cler. Bridget? - - : r':' - of:: ' "
, z lieceo Bridget o';- - u '

'; " Cler o, B r i d g e t ? - f  . V ", '
■; Nieceo . Spare my confusion, I beseech you9 siry and if

you have occasion to mention me? let it be by Parthenissa 
for there8s a name I have assumed ever since 1 came to

, years of discretion. . ■ '
: . Cler. The insupportable tyrahny of parents 9 to fix ' -

hames on helpless infants which they must blush at all 
their lives after 1 I don81 fhinlc there15 s a surname . • f 

z in the world to match it. r I . '
- .I Niece.' Ho? What do you think- of Tlpkin?? -
Biddy has. read all the romances of long ago. and she despises
her humdrum normal existence. She dreads her cousin Humphrey
Gubbin because he is not her idea Of a lover. She is only
disappointed in Clerimont8s insistence that they be married
right away. She longs for a courtship with, serenades and.
secret meetings. She does decide to marry,him5 though she
tells hims . "but it looks so ordinary to go out at the door ;
toibe married.' Indeed9 I ought to be taken out of a vin=
dowy and run away with."^

Steele9: pr 22^0
59 Steelej p. 2480



Humphrey Gubbizi is agree able enough to Biddy6 s 
elopement plans« He is a big hulking country boy9 two 
and one half feet across the shoulders0 He has been beaten 
by his father since childhood, and ndw he expects whippings 
as a matter of course0 Humphrey measures his age by the 
year the hen-house was built» He is now twenty-three years 
old and should be handling his own fortune0 He is determin
ed no longer to let his father keep his control over him.
The youth is enamoured by the ways of the pretty little 
gallant jUFainloveg and. wishes he could ape them. Steele. . 
makes Humphrey rather stupid- and oafishg but nevertheless 3 . 
his satire is not bitter. Humphrey9 though a bit foolish§ 
is likable.
' . 8ir ̂ Harry Gubbin is an ill-natured country squireo
He has kept Humphrey under his control with a big stick.. 
Though he treats Humphrey contemptuously^ he wants a 
pleasant marriage for his son. And he is not at all 
worried about the impression Humphrey will make on Biddy. • 
wAs for>:th@;young girl3 she cannot dislike Humps 9" he says91 
,9and as for Humps 5. I neyer suffered him to have anything 
he liked in his l i f e . ■ Sir Harry8s chief characteristic 
is his severity. He prides himself on his disciplining 
of ,8Humps9 81 and says that he himself was caned the day 
before his marriage. '/  ̂ :/ \

60,Steele, p, p, ./i %% ’ ■ ' • '
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The charaeters of Sir Harry GuTobin and Mr 0 Tipkin are
the only two in the play whom we do' not Hkeo And satis™
fact ion is, derived by the audienee from the trieks played
upon the two. - Both men' are shrewd and close with their
money3 over which they seem to wrangle more than their
childreno Circumstances slap them in the face when Pounce?
Tipkin8 s lawyer 3 turns from him to help Captain Clerimont
gain Biddy8s ;entire fortuneo Humphreys h0o9 marries an ; y
adventuress s, though Sir Harry is more easily mollified than
is Mr0 Tipkin when Hainlove tells the "boy8 s father that
she has a little money.

.Pounce9 who is Tipkin8s lawyer^is humorous9 but : - '
rascally; he is sly and full of the love of intrigue0 He
describes himself to the younger Clerimont thus:

You knowa sir3 my character is helping the distressed,
■ which 1 do freely and without reserve;.while Others 
are for distinguishing rigidly on the Justices of V 
the occasion9 and so lose the grace of the benefit.
How 8tie my profession to assist a'free-hearted ' 
young fellow against an unnatural long-lived father| 
to disencumber men of pleasure of the vexation of 
unwieldy estates; to support a feeble title to hh . 
inheritance0 ■ . ' "

' Obviously the ’ lawyer in Steele8 s; later. play was distrusted.
as. much as , the one in The 'Funeral, for once again we find _
.■satire on tMt profession.

General Effectiveness. . A study of the play as .a whole
shows that the comedy in The Tender Husband.is less senti^
mental than. that Ih The lying . Lover and less didactic , thah i:';

. bl Steele3 Pa;,:202.o.



that in 3.he Faneralo There is a true spirit of gaiety in 
the playo The humour is not derived so much from. situation 
as from, character0 Humphrey§• Biddy9 Mr» •Tipkln9 and Sir 
Hgrry . G-ubbin: are all well-rounded humorous characters» We . 
see their foolishness in the instances in which* they are 
contrasted with the clever characters in the playo Captain 
Clerimont and Bounce are wily enough to make the most of 
the Gubbin^s and Tipkin8 s shortcomings 0 ■: . .

:The sentimental portions of the, play seem forced and 
unnaturalo . Very little is seen of the sentimental situa^.
*tlon§, which appears in only three scenes0 The characters 
af e not developed9' and the reformation in the fifth act of . 
Hrso Clerimont is so abrupt that the play takes a decided 
drop in credibility at this point= ■

: The comic portion of the play is resolved before the -
: fifth act o All that remains ;fdr Humphrey and Biddy to do 
is to tell their fathers of their, marriageso The conflict 
is gone| the denouement is weakQ ' The two fathers feel 

. they must comply with a bad bargain9 and the play ends in- 
what must seem a .very half-hearted danceo ■. - ;

Bteele^s prose is brisker and more to the point than 
. in either of his other two plays b The absence of blank 
verse seems to show that the author8 s purpose was not to 

: present .motions elevated by pityV. as. in' the first two v̂. y 
plays I He does keep the rimed couplets at the end of some 
sceneso But even these occur only three times s and are.



more whimsical arid less didactic than those in his first
two plays0 Only one might he termed didactic; it sums up
Steele8 s treatment of - the Cap tain Glerimont=Biddy Tipkin .
plot as well as that of Mrs0 Clerimont and Clerlmont Senior
After Mrs Clerimont8:'s reformation scene Steele points otit
the exemplary conduct of Clerimont toward his wife0 Here
we see Steele8s use of the couplet to illustrate his
manner of instructing his audience« : -h

. They only who gain minds 9 true.' laurels wears , zo 
- •: :8.Tis less to conquer9 than convince$ the fair. -

8Ul#mEY - :v . v
■;:.;/:M-thia'.a: span, of five years Steele had written three 

playSc, All three./ though they differ in eharacter types 
and plot situations 3 show an unyarying moral tone in re- ' . 
speet to' character5 •plots, an<3-. dialogue0 Steele was most ' 
cautious in no way to offend virtue with his writingo That 
. there, was a reforming motive underlying Steele8s writing 
can he clearly seen.. "

The Funeral exposed social evils in England in Its 
satire upon various professions. It flayed hypocritical 
widowhoodo Steele pointed his finger at vice hut did not 
attempt to reform his characters. His hasie idea? howeverj 
was moral, for he wished to expose to ridicule and hence 
■to purgation the flaws he saw around him. The Lying LoverQ



Steele8 s second. play9 ,was more ;sentimental than, the firsts 
Steele again exposed vice, to the public eye. In this play 
he went a step further to show the consequences of a had 
Ilf e0 A reformation. of the characters followed the. dis
covery of vieeo Steele now had a solution to his problem 
of moral uplift0 Pity elevated men8s souls» So pity 
carried the fifth act of The hying hover0 In The Tender 
Husbands E.ehard Steelels third play $. the fifth act once 
more presented the reformation of a person whose vices 
found him outo Both Steele8s Second and his third plays 
contained this sentimental element,, The fifth acts. saw 
a reformation of charactero The natural goodness of man - 
came to the fore when it was needed. Combined with this 
sentimental element :' are' characters: and situations already. . 
familiar in the writings of the Restoration dramatists0 
In The hying hover these elements reached a sentimental 
Conclusion, when Young Bookwit renounced his former life, 
in The Tender Husband the older comedy .elements..were, en- 
tirely separate from the sentimental, elements and reached 
a separate artificial conclusion. ' There were two plots', 
in the play and their morals were but slightly compatible0 
• ' Though Steele8 s themes varied in the three plays 9 ' 
one factor remained constantg. Steele8s ultimate aim was 
to present pleasure 9 -not for pleasure'8 s sake alone 2 but I 
' for: the/.purpose of mo.ral Instruction.. - .



CHAPTER IV

3TEELE8S PERIODICAL WRITIIGS 
Richard Steele8 s dramatie criticism appeared in his 

periodicals The Tatler o The Spectator, and The Guardian 
between the years 1709 and 1713» An analysis of Steele8s 
critical writings oh the subject of drama is of great 
importance in making a study of his moral intent in drama. 
The years during which Steele wrote his critical reviews 
helped occupy the1 space between The Tender Husband in 170$ 
and The Conscious hovers: in 1722, Ho plays by Steele, ap
peared in the intervening years. The aim of this chapter 
is to analyze Steele8s periodical writings on the theatre - 
in an effort to find in them the moral intent in his theory 
of drama. The articles will hot be studied in the order in 
which they appeared to the public. Instead they will be 
analyzed according to the major Interests Steele developed 
in his criticism,. These interests' might be catalogued ass 
the moral effects of the theatre On it s.-: audience; the 
moral standards of the audience| Steele8 s standard of a 
good play; Steele8 s Judgment of others9 plays; and Steele8 s 
reasons for being a critic of the drama. Under these cata= 
gories,Steele8s writings will be analyzed, ; : . \

On Anrll 12, 1709, the first issue of The Tatler 
appeared. The periodical was issued three times weekly at
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a penny a eopy0 It was asingle folio sheet? with news 
about 'entertainments^ writers 5 and items of general interest 
to the London reader, Steele was the originator of the 
paper o He regarded himself as a public censor. Since;his 
own actions were far from exemplary, he decided it would . be >■ 
better to keep, his .name secret| so the papers were printed 
anonymouslyo . '

The Tatler continued in existence for 271 numbers 
before its publication came to a halt on January 1711o 
Steele8s'silence was short0 • Barely two months later the 
first Issue of his second periodical3 The Spectator, ap= 
pearedo The Spectator was circulated daily from March 1$, :
1711J until December 6 3 1712. Once again3 a very short 
time elapsed between the publication of Steele8s periodic 
ealSo The Guardian appeared on March 129 1713 s, and continu
ed until October of that year, '

Though Steele wrote.periodicals after The Guardian, 
it is only these three periodicals which come within the 
scope of .this studyy as they contain the bulk of Steele8s- 
• dramatic oriticlsmo Steele was not the only writer of : 
these periodicalst Though he began The Tatler alone9 he 
was soon joined by Joseph Addison and later by Pope5 
Budgellc, and otherso Only those portions of the periodi
cals. which have been assigned to Steele, will be- studied, ,,

.: Steele was a moralist« As such he Was an observer 
of mankind and a self-styled censor, He observed play.
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g aetor and audience0 He was interested in know 
ing the effect of a play upon the public o He felt that the 
theatre was a strong infImenee upon/society and as such 
should te harnessed to benefit mankindo Steele9 as a 
moralist? wrote of the effect of plays upon an audience0 
He also was critical of the morality of the audience itself» 
As a playwright$ he set his standard of a good play9 against 
which he measured the plays of the Greeks and Homans, , 
Shakespeares Jonsohg the Restoration dramatists g and those 
of his own time0 Most of the new plays were mentioned in 
oonnection with particular performances and certain actorso 
Into the pages of The Tatler0. The Spectator and The Guardian 

' went Steele8s personal reactions to the affairs of the
■ stageo- , The purpose of this study is to discover Steele6s 
moral intent in drama from: his periodical writings as well
■ as. his own plays» Therefore» Steele8 s criticism of the 
physical theatre of his own day9 where it does not express 
personal impressionsy is outside the purpose of this workb 
tilhere these reactions clarify Steele6s moral intent they 
will be studiedo . v ^

The moral effects of the theatre on its aUdleneeo .
. ' Steele8 s writings on the moral- effects of the theatre 

On its audience will be examined first in number three of 
The. Tatler o In this paper Steele mentions the Influence 
of plays upon the welfare of a people when -he says:. 8ia 
gobd play acted before a well°bred audience^ must raise
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very proper incitements to good behavior 9 and be the most 
quick and most. prevailing method' of giving young people a ; 
turn of sense and b r e e d i n g ■

In number eight of that paper Steele censures a public 
which enjoys a play like "that heap of vice and absurdity3 rr 
The London Guckol.ds0 He says the only step to improve the 
morals of the audience and the standard of their apprecia
tion is "to be made by people of condition, by encouraging 
the representation of the noble characters drawn :by Shakes
peare and others from whence it is impossible to return 

: -f- V--' .I '"W ■. : .. : ; ; : 6l ... ■
without strong Impressions of honour and h u m a n i t y :

' A clear statement of the strength of influence that
the theatre had on his own life is summed up by Steele in

i the ninety-nih.th number of The Tatler 0 ■ i .
I have been this evening, recollecting what pas- 

" Sages, since I could first, think, have left the 
strongest impressions upon my mindf and, after 
strict inquiry, t.am convinced that the impulses 
I have received from theatrical representations 
have had a greater effect than, otherwise would 
have been wrought in me by the little occurrences 
of my private Ilf e lot <. it is not the business 
of a good play to make every man a heroy but it 

' certainly gives him a livelier sense pf virtue  ̂
and merit, than he had when he entered • the theatre,,

' Morally the theatre is of Influence not only in , 
making the audience appreciate virtue upon the stage, but 

. also In carrying over that virtue to help the spectator

63 Ao. Chalmersy editor, The Brit1sh Essayists,XI,226„ 
The following references in this chapter to page 110 will 
refer to the above series of volumeso

Chalmers 1 1, 66c X i  ■ ' X
. : - Chalmers , II , 80, .. X ; ;  ̂ :
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on other occasions o In No 0 182 of The Tatler Steele saysg 
|:V = o The opposition of right and wrong on the stage would
hate its force in the assistance of our judgment on other
: \ ' 66 " t- - '' '■ ■ ' ■ " ■ ' : :occasionso“ . ' ;

■ In Noo 290 of The Spectator Steele3 in reviewing ' 
Ambrose Philips8 play The Distressed MotherQ again presents 
the belief that the morality learned in plays should be 
applied by the. audience to problems Of real life? 68and 
since there. is none can .flatter himself this life will 
always be fortunate3 they may here-see sorrow9 as they 
would wish to bear it whenever it arrives«,88̂

Js,/number forty—three of The Guardian Steele has a 
last warning on the moral influence of the theatre ?
: The love of virtue 9 which has been so warmly

roused by this admirable piece t-Mdison6 s Gatol V 
in all parts of the theatres is ah unanswerable 
instance of how great force the stage might be ; 
toward the improvement of the world9 were it 
regarded and encouraged as much as it ought. :
There is no medium in this case5 for the ad
vantage of action^ and the representations of .

. vice and virtue in an agreeable or odious 
manner: bef or e. our - eyes 9 are so, irresistibly, 
prevalent 5, that the theatre ought to be shut 
Up9 or carefully governed9 in any nation that 
values the. promotion of virtue or guard of .
innocence among its people
Steele9 then? felt that the theatre was a strong moral 

influence on its audience^ An attempt to raise the stan
dard of taste of -the audience would be a .step forward in -

66 Chalmersy I79 193.
6? Chalmers ? X5 I750 -
68 Chalmers3 XVI9 2260
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Improving.their morals9 since a good play would heighten 
the sense of virtue in mankind, and would also give it a 
guide to follow in patterning its actions0

The moral standards of the audience0 Steele wrote in 
his journals of the moral standards of the audience of his 
timeo That these standards needed Improvement was a sub- 
ject that he stressed; He approved the support , of only one 
playhouse in London9 which9 he thought 9 was a step toward 
educating the audience to a finer appreciation of virtueo 
He wrote in number ninetv-nine of The Tatler of the policies 
of the two houses, which were formerly active0 These tried 
to drive each other out with buffoonerieso .

. ThuSg to please the people3 two houses must enter~
'■■■ ' tain them;with:what they: can understand9 and not

iwlth things Which are designed to improve their  ̂
understanding| and the readiest way to gain good 
audiences must be§ to offer such things.as are 
most relished- by the crowd; that is to say9 im= ,Q 
modest action^ empty show9 or impertinent activity* ^

■ . In NOo 134 of The Tatler Steele mentions the charge 
of Rapin9 the French critic 3 that the English, theatre 
audience delighted in bloodshedo .To please the audience^ 
Bapin had contended^ sta.hbingp; and poisonings that in 
other countries were done behind scenes must be done be
fore the eyes of an English audience, to satisfy its lust0 
Steele ̂ answered'Eapinis accusations : evasively: with a : 
satiric thrust at the audience of his timeo "The truth

69 Chalmers3 111; 80„
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of it is? the politeness of our English stage9 'in regard 
to deeorim) is veyy extraordinary. We act murder9 to show 
an: intrepidity g ;ajKi adulteries9 to show our gallantry=
-f - A ■ trait of the theatre audience which dismayed Steele 
was .its: sensualityo. Humber fifty=one of The Spectator ; ■ ■ 
tells of the prostitution of the playwright for.his i. - 
audienceo Usually In such eases.-the playwright is lazy9 
or lacks wit9 and falls back on bawdiness to amuse his 
audienceo "Dull poets in this ease use their audiences^ 
as dull parasites do their patrons % when they cannot longer ' 
direct them with their wit or humour 9 they bait their ears 
with something which is agreeable to their temper 9 though 
. below their understandingo"7i

In Ho 0 208 of The Spectator Steele, becomes-' angry at ■ 
what he calls the depraved state of the theatre audience*
He is angry at its perverseness in giggling at sly expres
sions 9 while I’a good sentence that describes ah inward seh” 
timent of the soul g. is received with the greatest coldness 
and indlfference*
v - • - In analyzing his audience Steele divides the women ; 
into prudes c, who -laugh at; tragedies - and cry at comedies . 
only to be perver ..se;/ _ coquettes 3 who think of actors only 
as rivals; and the; fashionable ladies9 who supposedly are

ChalmersIII5: 27}fo I'l- y '  ̂ '
' Chalmers ? ¥! s 236 * ' . :
7^ Chalmers ,: IX 9 :68* , ' r,. i .



so familiar with the play that it affects them not at alio
"Thus? the whole audience is afraid of letting fall a tear5

■ and show as a weakness the best and healthiest part of our ;
': aense0 '' ; \ " /

Further in his criticism of the audience9 Steele could
not forbear mentioning what he thought of great importances
"May9 it is not only risible that sensuality has devoured
all gfeatness of soul9 but the under*=passlon (as I may so'
call it)' of a noble spirit 9 Pity? seems to be a stranger
to the: generality of an audience0

Steele condemns the physical roughness of the audience
in SOo 502 of The SpectatorQ In this article he contrasts
the Roman and English audiences« He thinks the English
addlences of his daywhich like physical action^ are; o':
gross and can appreciate nothing but vulgarity0 The Roman
audience 3 on the other hand9 had great sensibility and could
appreciate finer sentiments, Steele makes this observation
on the audience of his time, i ;1-'

There cannot be greater argument of the general 
good understahdMg of a people^ than a sudden con
sent td give their approbation to. a sentiment 
which has no emotion in it , , , The gross of an 
audience is composed of two sorts.of people; those 
who know no pleasure but the body $ and those who 
improve or command corporeal pleasures9 by the 
.addition of the fine sentiments Of the mind„ At 
the present the -to the company
are wholly subdued by the insurrections of those : v 

" who know no satisfactions but what they have in

^3 Chalmers 9 1% 68, 
^  Chalmers9 IX9 67.



■ . ebnmion v&t$i mother animal
In Steele8 s argument for itiiprcwlng the theatre 

audience $, he takes into consideration their normal stan
dards* Physical roughness and sensuality are the main 
faults of the theatre audience* To a great extent Steele 
. blames the playwrights, for this, stateo since they are lazy 
in their writing0 They prefer to write'down to the public ■ 
instead of bringing the,audience up to their level, Steele 
as a moralist constantly begged for improvement of the 
theatre'and its audience through uplifting drama by the 
play wights* ' : v. .

- Steele &s standard:.' of a . good nlay* Richard Steele the • 
critic Of drama, could hot be separated, from Richard .Steele .. 
the moralist* He evaluated a play on its moral significance, 
In much Of his writing he used the material and ideas of 
famous playwrights as iilustrations in setting, forth_ his 
own ideas as to what a; good play should be* In many dif
ferent instances Steele analyzed -the elements needed 'to 
write a good tragedy* In number forty-seven of The Tatler 
Steele says that one must feel sorrow in writing 9 not ■;; 
merely write about sorrow*. . ..

■ it is a common fault 0of you gentlemen who 
. ' write in the buskin styley that you give us rather,
\: the sentlments :0f: 'such who behold tragical events9. '
• than of such who bear a part in them themselves . ..

. . The way'of common writers in this 'kind is rather .
/ ' the description then the. expression of sorrow. -

^  Chalmerss XIII9 228=



• There : is no medium in these attempts 9; and you ■ ■ 
must go td the very 'bottom of the heart9 or it: ;
is all mere language0' ■; ; . ' '
Steele eites Shakespeare as a good example of a 

dramatist feeling emotion and says that those who would 
write of great men should have souls1 as nohle and eapahle 
of elevated thoughts as those of whom they would write0 
Steele felt'that tragedy should be written with emotion 
as well, as portrayed with ito He satirizes the objective 
method of: tragie writing in number twenty=>two of The 
'Tatler 0 He: says that he maintains a book of commonplaees 
filled with ideas which would; enable him to finish' a 
tr agedy - by the .f if th day of the month0 : Included in the 

: bools are 88the farewell of â generalr. with a tfune,heon:'.in 
his handg dying for love9 in six: lines and<, 1,8the prin
ciples of a politician (who does all the mischief in; this 
play) together with his declaration on the variety of 
ambition vin: his last moments j. exposed in a page and a 
half o88 He 'lists many more items such as these = He ends 
his article with the comment8 "I will not pretend to give 
you an account of the plots it being the same design upon 
which all tragedies have been writ for several years last

, ■ h

Steele°s satire on the eut-and-dried rules of tragic 
writing is seen i-h another article in which Steele .; -

7 6 ehalmers? ; Iis „ .73V 
Chalmers5 19 1760
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attacked „'the Freneli rules of the unities o In: Ho 0 11? of 
The Tatler <. Steele reviews George Powell8 s puppet^showo 
Steele9 who cannot understand why Punchinello should he 
so popular3 derides the French practice of dramatic critic
ism by using Its ideas to judge,a puppet show0

I have for- this purpose provided myself with the "
.v works of above twenty French critics c, and ' shall
■ ex^ines, hy the rules whieh they have laid down 
upon the art of the stage, whether the unity of 
time; place3 and 'action̂  be rightly abused In any 
one of their celebrated productions„ :

■ ; Steele5 s emphasis on the appeal to emotions in con
structing tragedy is seenin number sixty-eight of The 
Tatler0 In this number Steele explains the psychology of 
tears, “The mind has not a sufficient time to recollect
'.itS; 'force$ and immediately gushes into tears before we can 

: utter.ourselves by speech or compliments= Steele has
seen the tragic representations and has discovered that 
tears come from the sympathy aroused in the audience by 
the author6s skill. He acclaims Shakespeare the master at 
stirring sympathy In a simple situations v, 0 0 Shakespeare 
can afford instances of all the places where our souls 

’■ ar© accessible; moreover ? command our tears oH
Sllence9 too9 is a great spring to the-emotions in 

viewing tragedy» In Ho0 133 of The Tatler Steele says he 
believes writers of tragedy are defective; Sfand that they

78 Chalmers5 111; 174-,
79 Chalmers9 II; 219,
80 Chalmers 5 II; 221„
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have given great beauty to their works3 by certain 
stops and pauses ih the representation of such passions 
as it is not in the power of ianguage to express 011 Steele
eites Otwav°s Venice ■Preserved , as an excellent example of :;

" i''. - ^ / i . ' - .Vo,: > :■ ; •
■ a play making use of the effect of silence.:

In Steele°s opinion the prime requisite of characteri”'
gat ion. in drama is- in the drawing of moral nobility. He
criticises Ambrose Philips" characters in The Distressed ■
Mother in HOo 290 of The Spectator. He notess

The persons are.of the highest quality in life9 even 
that of princesi but their quality is not represented 
by the poet9 with directions that guards and servants 
should follow them in every scene9 but their grandeur 
appears in greatness of sentiment 9 flowing from minds' 
worthy their Gondition. To make a character truly 
great9 this author understands? that it should have 

i its foundation in superior thoughts 3 and maocims of' 
conducto°^ ff . " ' . - .; / :' .1 y %

We can see that Steeley in judging a play5 was interested
in characterization as an appeal to the emotions. Only
by understanding and appreciating the’ f eelings Of the
different characters, on the stage cOuld the audience feel
enough akin to them to feel any great emotion for them. If
the audience felt kinship toward the characters ? moral in=>
struct Ion was ;easy« ‘ . ikemplary actions' on the part of the
characters would be more likely to be imitated by a sym=

audience0 .. v ; ; . . : . . '  / ' y
Steele8 s .judgment of others8 plays. .As a' critic;

81 ehaimers?: in?' 267» ; ti;;,  ̂ : ;
Chalmer s . X 9 175» ; .. , / " ' f ■
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of other dramatists8 works 9 Steele emphasized moral worth=
His writings were divided into three periods= $he first 
was that of Shakespeare9 Johson^ Beawaont and Fletcher0 
The second was the Restoration period? in which he criticized 
the plays of Wycherly9 Congreveg Etherege and Leeo The 
third period was that of his own day0 . '-

:Sfeele6;s writings are filled' with ̂references to 
. Shakespeare9 whose writings he. used'as examples of perfec
tion in dramaturgyo ' Steele was a great admirer of Shakes- 
pear@r;S plays 9 and especially of the moral precepts he 
found in them. In writing on the prevalence of Irreligious 
.principles in NOo 111 of The TatlerQ Steele said of 
ShtiEespeareg • .

This admirable./aul̂ orj: hs-'well; and
greatest man of all ages9 and of all nations %

- seems to have his mind thoroughly seasoned, with 
religion9 as is evident by many passages In his 
playsg that would not be suffered by a modern 

. audience; and' arei: thereforOg certain Instances '- :
■ : that the age he lived in had a: much greater sense

/ ■ : of virtue than the; p r e s e n t ^  ̂ i ; -
: , One of the passages to which Steele.was referring here -
as'not. being acceptable to. the present age was the passage. 
in Hamlet beginnings “If faded on the crowing of the oock9 81 
and ending 9 81 So hallow0d and so gracious is the time«88̂  
Steele thinks these lines show the religious tenor of this 
. play and of Shakespeare0 s writing in: general0 In drawing 
the comparison "between Shakespeare3 s age. and his own,

; -83 Chalmerss' Ill:9 152i '
84 Chalmers9 Loco cito V;"; . ■ 1 : ■ ; '
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Steele was out of patience with those Ben who ̂ for want of 
anything better to rant at9 ranted at religiono ' . t5I lorer% 
Steele saidg "to consider an infidel j, whether distinguish- 
ed,by the title of deist? atheist9;or free-thinkerg in : 
three differeht lights § in his solitudes? his afflictions9 
■and his last momentst118̂  ' ' ; : ■ . '

In comparing Shakespeare8s age with his own$ Steele 
states in number forty-seven of The Tatler that he wishes 
the writers of his own day would follow Shakespeare8s way 
in feeling emotion themselves in order to carry it into 
their, attempts at dramatic writing <> MThere is no medium 
in these attempts9 and you must go t o the yery bottom of 
the heartor it is all mere language = As an example 
of fine subjective writing. he uses Shakespeare6s Henry 
I?5 I0 He refers to the scene in which. Northumberland 
learns of his son8 s death= . The effect on Steele of this 
scene was to: cause him to write in appreciation of its 
'•Reading but. this one scene has convinced me,' that he, 
who describes the concern of great men, must have a soul 
as noble, and as susceptible to high thoughts, as they' 
whom he representso.M ^

In his essay on the causes of tears in the sixty- 
eighth number of The Tatlero Steele cites a passage in 
Macbeth as another example of Shakespeare8s ability to

: : 8̂  Chalmers, lil, IB, r r '
86 ehalmers , 11, 73. ■ ; ; f
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move his audletieeo In the play Shakespeare dissolves ms' 
in tears in the - scene when there Is a sudden start •from: the 
thread of discourse about the deaths of Macduff0 s children. 
.Steele asserts that ^Shakespeare can afford us instances' 
of all the places where our souls are accessible| and even 
commands our tearsQ But it is to.be observed% that he
draws them from some unexpected sourcec, which seem not

■ ■ ' ' A A'wholly of a piece-with the dlscourseo ”
. Othelloo toog comes in for its share of laudation by 

Steeleo Tatler loo 188 contained, a criticism of the 
character of Besdemonao Steele says that Desdemona has 
all: the sentiments of a- virtuous maid and a tender wife-o'
Her own integrity:will not let her believe Othello is 
Jealouso "Othello. !s a great andynoble spirit9 misled 
by the villainy of a false friend to suspect her innocence; 
and resents it accordingly<, 0 . I believe I may venture to 
say.3 there is, not any .other part of Shakespeare8 s work more 
'strong and lively pictures of nature' than in this011 )

, Though Steele read his Shakespeare9 most o f his.: .
references .were, - to the plays which he saw in the playhouse0 
Steele regarded Shakespeare as a wholesome influence upon 
the stage6 After seeing a performance of The London 
Cuckolds. Steele; remarks in number eight of The: Tatier 
that such low plays should be avoided by people of

88 Chalmers ? II§ 221,
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eotidltion9 who might better the theatre . : , ' :: :
by encouraging the representation of . the noble 

\ ' ' characters drawn by Shakespeare and others from -
whence it is impossible to .return without strong ■' 
Impressions of honour and humanity b 0 Were - 
dramas of this sort more acceptable.to the taste 
of the town9 men who have.genius would bend their 

: . studies to excel in them.90 ,
i . A comment by a playgoer upon Bettertoh: as "Hamlet"

: caused'Steele to write in number seventy=one of fhe Tatler ' h 
on the effect of Shakespeare8s work Upon the audiences- : 
"fhis is entering youth into the affections and passions 
of manhood beforehand and, as it were9 ahtedating the effects 
we hope from a long and liberal education.1191 Throughout : - 
his writing Steele set his standard of a good play by ' 
Shakespeare^ examplev . ̂ j ,
: In his periodical writing. Steele reviewed only two

’•plays;- of Jonson^ but he praised him highly0 . In number four- ; 
teen of The Tatler, The Alchemist is reviewedo Steele gives' . 
the play: praise? '. sayings; "This comedy is an example of Ben 
Jonson8 s extensive genius9 and penetration into the passions 
and follies of mankind 0 ̂ ^  The playwright8 s ability to moti
vate the actions of his characters was considered by Steele ' 
as showing that Jonson had "to a great. perfectipns that dis- 
cernment of spirit which constitutes a genius for comedy

: .Chalmers5 ' I9 : .
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On Hay. 279 Steele saw Volpone.o The next day number ;
twenty ".one of The Tatler appeared with the admonition ad=
dressing the piayhouse managers never to show the play to a

. modern audience 3 who would never •' enjoy another play after
seeing It.: JonsonBs characterization Is so thorough that
Steele feels that "If the present 'writers were thus ex=
amined. and the of fences agalrist •this rule |of good charac= •
terizationj cut out3 few plays would he long enough for

. .the whole evening5 s entertaimeat. ̂  ; - : .
. : JonsonB s skill at. exposing they follies of his

characteis 1s brought out in both reviews. Goneerning two
of Jonson8 s contemporaries? however9 Steele has not such
favorable comments. Steele's:criticism was adverse in his
..review of the characters in Beaumont and Fletcher's The
Scornful Lady in The Spectator' Mo. 2.T0. Though he says
that the character of the scornful lady is well-=drawn? ■

: Steele has much fault to find with the character of Sir
Roger3 a religious pedant. Steele feels that such a

, character gives the church a bad names
It is so mean a thing to gratify a loose age with 
scandalous representation of what is reputable among 

. menhot to say what is sacred, that no beauty, no
excellence in an author ought at.one'. for it; ■ nay 5 such 

' ; . exeelienee is: an aggravation of his. guilt, and an .
argument that he errs against the eonvietion of 
his own understanding, and conscience . „ =An 
author shall write as if he thought there was 
not one man of honour or woman of chastity in the 

■ house, and come off _with applauses • for ah insult -

^  Chalmers, I, i65.



upon all the ten commandments with the little 
erltic is not sgVbad as a breaeh of unity of 
time and plaeeo'^
Steele was extremely; eritieal of Beaumont and. Fleteher. 

He says s ^Sallies of.imagination.are to he overlooked3 when 
they are committed out of warmth in the recommendation of 
what .Is praiseworthy| hut; a 'deliberate.;advance of vice9 
with all the wit in the world9 is. as ill an action as any 
that comes before the magistrate? and ought to be received
as suchc"^6

Steele thought that the age of Shakespeare and Jonson 
was more:virtuous than his owb9 except for such dramatists : 
as Beaumont and Fletchero He held a different opinion of 
the"Restoration period 0 . He thought the drama of Wycherley9■ 
Etherege$ Congreve9 and Lee immoral0 However g he defended 
Wycherley0s The Country Wife q in number three of The Tatler, 
on the grounds that the age in which it was written: demanded 
ah immoral; drama9 M:and a poet had; at . that time discovered: 
his want of knowing the manners of the court he lived in? 
by a virtuous character in his fine gentlemen9 as he would 
show his ignorance by drawing a vicious One to please the 
present a u d i e n c e S t e e l e  exctised-Wycherley for his 
immorality on these grounds g I’The poet3 on many occasions9 
Where the propriety of the 'character .will admit: of it3 - 
insinuatesf that there is no defense against vice but the

9^ Chalmers9 X 2 80o
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contempt of ito.8,9& // ; ■
, While Steele forgives Wycherley for the immorality 

in The Country ¥ifeQ he ie far from forgiving Sir George 
Etheregeo .'In nnmher fifty-one of fhe Spectator Steele says . 
that other amthors are'base enongh to cater to their 
andiences by playing on their sensual appetites with what , 
are commonly termed *8 luscious •expressions >tl Ether eg e was 8 
at leastg ?3forthright enough to write a play on the subjects 
She Would If She Could o1199 steel e thinks the choice of 
this smbleet shows Etheregets inability to write enters 
tainingly on a moral subject0 / t

In another article9 in number sixty-five of fhe 
Spectator ,̂ Steele condemns fhe Man-, of. Hod.e<,. or Sir Fooling 
Flmtt er» by Ether eg e 9 as na perfect: contradiction; to .good, 
.mannerSg. 'gbod.-'sehseg and .common hohesty;. and there is 
nothing fn it but what is built upon the ruin of virtue 
and innocenceo o » '  Steele, says that the play has ; '
always had the reputation of being a model of genteel comedy. 
fhis evaluation Steele thinkss is very unjusto His re- 
evaluation is quite different = He notesg

To speak plain of this whole worlc§ I think nothing 
but being lost to a sense of innocence and virtue9 

' can make anyone see this comedy2 without observing 
more frequent occasion to more sorrow and indigna- 

; tion9 than mirth and laughter. At the same time I

::v. 9° Chalmers3 I9 25=. ■ ' • ' ' .
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allow it to be nature in its utmost corruptionand degeneracy<,-3-01 '.
William Congreve ̂ s'The Old Bachelor was well liked 

by Steele6 In nuiabers nine and 193 of The Tatler Steele 
mentions the play0 In the first of these articles he 
tells of the excellent character of the old bachelor that 
is drawn by Congreve= In The Tatler Ho0 193? Steele com
pliments Congreve oh the plays

\ c, din which comedy there is a necessary cir
cumstance observed by the author 3 which most 
other, poets either overlook or do not under
stand 3 that is to say;, the distinction of •
characters o It is very ordinary for writers 
to Indulge a certain modesty of believing 
other men as witty as themselves 9 and making 
all the persons of the play speak the senti
ments of the authorj without any manner of- 
respect to the age/ fortune3 or duality of 
him that is on the stage0 Ladies talk like :

• rakes 9 and gentlemen make similes'o. o o but 
this Writer knows men; which makes his plays 

' reasohabie entertainmentSj' while the scenes .. 
of most others are like the tunes between ’ *
the aetso ■ .fhey are perhaps most agreeable, 
soundsi but they have no ideas affixed to 
them.1&2 . , ; '

■ ■ Restoration, tragedy received its;share of "criticism 
from Steele.in his comments on Hathaniel Lee8 s AlexanderQ 
or The Rival Queens o In SOo 191 of The Tatler mention is 
made of the play8 s being made into a. burlesque 0 . Steele 
agrees that such a thing should be done With the play? 
since it is a ridiculous caricature of a noble persbno 
Steele is angry because Lee did not observe history in

Chalmers 9 VII9 220 
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writing the play0 He made Alexander a- despicable character 
rather than the heroic figure that he was,

Steele8s main objection to Restoration drama Is a 
moral oneo He blames the times partially| and partially 
he blames the playwrights0 He feels in the case of 
Wycherley that the immoral environment inflhehced his writ= 
ingo To Etherege Steele gives no such excuse but seems to 
feel that his writing was a bad influence on the timesc 

-Richard Steele0s criticism of contemporary works was 
based almost entirely on performances he had seeho Mention 
of differed- Performances is quite frequent in The Tatler o 
less frequent in The SpectatorQ and occurs still less in 
The Guardiano Steele was less interested in the plays-of . 
his own time than he was .in those of earlier dramatistso - ' 
'His criticisms of contempofary plays were for the,most 
part of the acting • and the play8 s reception^ is some 
Chsesr however g -he wrote a criticism- of some element of the 
play itself 1 ' : : , : ' ■ : r \ -
. Ife’So Centlivre8 s' play<> The Busy Bodyq is mentioned 

by Steele in number nineteen of The Tatler0 Steele con= 
siders the play subtle in plot and incidents Hwhich is 
peculiar to females of wit0 In the 'same article? he •
: discusses ' Vanbrugh8 s The Trip to the Jubileec, which is to 
be acted the next dayb Steele says only that the dialogue

■^3 Chalmers ̂ I 9 151 =



in itself is something too low to hear criticism9 and “this 
performance is the greatest instance we can have of the 
Irresistible force of proper a c t i o n o T h u s  Steele 
alltides to the ability of actors to compensate for a bad 
play0 - 'V ' . . ' , ;;:v : .

in number fourteen of The Tatler Steele criticizes 
Banks^ The Earl of Essex0 a tragedy “ in which there is, 
not one good line3 and yet a play which was never seen 
withont drawing tears from some part of the atidienee0“
Those who analyze the play carefully are not wrought upon 
by pity9 but he whose gift of understanding is not so great, 
is deeply influenced by “the force which the eiretimstanee 
has put., upon his imagination^ 5; ■ .1:. 1

■ Ih his dramatic criticism Steele judged his own work 1 
modestly as an illustration of the faults of the playwrights 
of his time o He printed a portion of a letter -in number 
fifty-one of The Spectator which censured a passage in 
The Funeralo It is interesting that Steele should receive 
such a letter and instead of using it to fora a rebuttal 
should print It, acknowledging himself in error« Accord- ' 
ing to the article' In The Spectator 0 a young lady, wrote 
to Steele saying that she had been offended by a passage 
in The Funeral that was a speech of Gampley® ss . “Oh that 
Harriot I to fold these arms about the waist of that .

- ' Chalmers3 I, 151«
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iaeamteotas 9;. s'trnggliag 9 and; at last yielding fair„16 Steele 
agrees that■the passage Is Immodest but begs her to excuse 
It bbeause "writers are hard put to fill five acts with 
pure wito. Where they lack wit9 they stoop to bawdiness

G0: Ao .Aitkin8 s edition, of The Funeral has an interesting 
note to the effect that this passage was changed by the 
influence of this letter* The second edition of the play 
reads8 "0 that Harriot.I to embrace that beauteous* =
. Steele regarded Colley Gibber * s -The Careless Husband "  
as the model of a good moral comedy*; In No* 182 of The ' 
Tatler Steele says that he is helping a young - author 'write, 
a play| he is taking him to see The Careless Husband as 
an ideal play after which to pattern his own*

Steele does not have such high praise for Cibberfs 
. Ximena; of The Heroic Daughter * an adaptation from Corneille8 
The Gido Steele* writing in No*. k̂-6 of The Spectator* tells 
of attending a rehearsal of Gibberis Ximena* Cibber was 
.. teaching his actors tricks' to rouse. the: pity of the- 
audience* Steele'criticizes this practice in the article 
since in this ease emotion would arise from the stage tricks 
rather than true tragic writing in the production of Ximena* 
He feels any additions to the play by the actor should be. 
acknowl edged % .. :

■ Chalmers j yi j 235o: 'i;. v: ■ i - t ■ '' ' . '
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The advantages of act±on§ show3 and dresss on 
these occasionss is allowable9 because the merit 
consists in being capable of ; imposlGg upon us to 
our advantage and entertainment0 ■ ill that I was 
going to say about the honesty of an author in 
the.sale of his wares was ? that he ought to own 
all that he had borrowed from otherss as I lay 
in a clear light all:'that he gives his spectators 
for their moneyARwith an account of the first ;

- m a n u f a e t u r e r s o : . ■ t;. v ;
Here then we have: Steele8 s answer■; to the question of how 
much a play should depend upon theatrical effect* Steele 
thinks theatrical setting is “allowable,/8' but certainly 
the play - should not have to depend upon the physical 
theatre for its effectiveness " - ; ; -

Steele!' s criticism of Addison0s Cato appeared im; - . 
number thirty-three of The Guardian0 If is the most com
plete panegyric Steele wrote in his periodical eriticismo 
The article has nothing but praise for the tragedy* He 
regards the . characters in Cato- as extremely virtuous and 
.realistic p. They are capable of warm sentiment as. well 
as •cold stoicism* . The lovers are. “more warm9 though more 
discreet than ever yet appeared on the stage* The
character of Cato himself5 however3 is the main object of 
praise in Steele5 s' article = . . . ■ ; .

The principal character is moved W  no considera
tion but respect to that.sort of virtues the sense - 
of-which ds. retained,'in o:ur ̂ language- under the ? ■ 
word Public Spirit -o-p̂  *. There is nothing ' uttered- . 
by Cato but what .is worthy of the best of men?, and 
the sentiments which are; given him are not only the

108 Chalmers 9 XIV3 1 2̂»
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'7 most warm for the'conduct of Ms- life9 but such 
as we itiay think will not'need to be erasedg but 
consist with the happiness of the human soul-In 

• the next« H O  - ■ ; 7-::. - - . -77. ;  . '7 -: .7.7
:Appended to the article9 Steele has Doctor Samuel

Garth8s prologue to the play and Alexander Pope’s epilogue
to ito- 7$he review of Cato #  Steele Is his last- criticism
ofa play in a' periodical In' the .review he is careful to
say that his.position now is as a guardian9 not a spectator%
so he must limit his writing in that area..
' Steele8s reasons for being a critic of the drama.
Passing fr-dm;:a study of Steele 8 s criticism of '.playwrights -
of, Shakespeare8 s tinie9 the Restoration? and his own day?
we glance Sf; M s  periodical, witings as; a theatre-goer o :
Steelej ’as; a journalist? felt himself bound to explain his
interest in the theatre and- his continued writing:about It*

/' In HOo 182 of The Tatier he said? ■' ; . : - 7 7
;.'7"; It may, possibly be imagined by severe men^ that

1. am; too; frequent ih; the-mention of theatrical ,,
7;' representations | but who is not excessive,, in the ,7 '

discourse of’what he extremely likes? 0 77 i By /
; communicating the pleasure I; take in them ? it: *
may in some measure add to men8 s gratification 
this way; o o » It is a very ...good office one man 
db es another 5, when-, he tells him the; manner s of 
his . being p l e a s e d : ; • ;1: ; ; . ; ' 7. ; - v -.7
Later In The Spectatorq in Mo0 3709 Steele wrote of

: a reason for frequenting the playhouse other than mere
. Interest, In the theatre itself or desire to pass judgment

110 Chalmers, XVI,169.
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on plays»: Ehls was. a moral reasons At the beginning of
his artieie9 Steele quotes the lines above the Drury .Lane .
Theatre9 Totus mundus aglt histrionem— or "The whole world
acts the play." Steele agrees § : -

o o o all that' is done, which proceeds not from •
;a man's very self9 is the: action of a player0 
For this reason it is that I make so frequent
mention of the stage o It is with me a matter '
of the highest consider at ion 9 what passions or • 
sentiments are indulged or cultivatedj,. and :eon« 
sequently what manners and customs are transferred 
from the stage to the worldg which reciprocally 
imitate each other|f112
From this statement one can assume that:Steele saw 

the stage as a mirror of the world. We can also assume 
that from the stage man could learn betterment of his 
natureo Thus,, is Steele's basic idea seen in '.his period
ical writing on the theatre, • The purpose of drama is to; 
instruct o . On the stage the follies of. the world are ex
posed to the ridicule of the audience in the hopes that 
through laughter.that audience.will purge itself of its , 
follieso Whe picturization on the stage of virtue should 
enlighten the audience on the modesty of behavior by which 
to pattern their own lives. The theatre. as a means of 
entertainment should be moral and uplifting. And in order 
to uplift3 drama must be written with emotion as well as 
portrayed with it5' in this way can the pity of the audience 
be roused, Steele felt that by making the audience feel

' Chalmers 9 ,%l9 y'3l6,- 7- / - / , • '



they eoulcl he' easily instructed in the righto '
The hulk ofSteele8 s critical 'writings shows these " 

ideas plainly, ̂ First Steele was a moralist; then he was ' .. 
a playwrighto As a moralist, his criticism centered first 
on the value of the play ethically, Character meant more 
than plot,; Steele believed virtue springs from nature 
rather than action, firtuous action is the result of 
virtuous nature3 or character, The degree of moral intent 
in a play was the standard by which Steele judged it, -



CHAPTER V

A' S T W  OF THE CONSCIOUS LOVERS : - ;
The Conscious Lovers is Steele®sfdurth and last 

eomplete playo • It was first acted at the Drury Lane 
Theatre on.November 79 1722='̂ -3; The play can■'be ealled 
the eulminating point in Richard Steele*s career as a 
•dramatist9 since it is his last complete piece of dramatic 
writingo The method of.analysis in this chapter will be 
•the same as that in Chapter Il» The Cons Cions Lover swill 
be ̂ analysed according, to plot9 the main theme3 Steele8s 
moral Intent in the play ? char act er ization9 and the 
general effect of. the play insompcli as Steele8 s moral 
Intent is ooncernedo / , :

Plot synopsis o The Cons cions Lovers concerns a ; . 
young man named Bevil Junior who has met a young girl9 
Indiana? while abroad0 He has saved her from a wicked 
guardian0 As a child of seven2 Indiana? with her mother 
and aunty had set sail for India to meet her father r a 
merchant j The ship)' in which the women were sailing was 
captured by a privateero The death of Indiana's mother 
. was caused by hardships endured .while captive 0- The child 
and her aunt were taken by the captain of the privateer

3i3 Richard Steeles Playsq edited by G. A0 Aitken9 
po 2660 All succeeding references &  this chapter will be 
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to his Moiae at Toni one, and Indiana was reared as his child 0 
At his death his brother inherited his property= The • 
licientioBs brother fell in lore with Indiana» He became 
infuriated at her resistance to his advances and was about 
to hare her imprisoned for debt when Beril Junior found 
hero He protected Indiana and settled with the guardian^ s 
brother for the girl8 s release^ Ha then managed to bring
. her5, with her aunt 9 back to England9 where he arranged to
■ eare for-hero. ' ;v" _'' ' _. t y ::t ;

:' At the start' of the play Beril Junior is engaged to
Lucindas, the daughter of Sealand9 a wealthy Indian merchant0 
Beril8 s father has made the match and is anxious for the- two 
to be marriedo Bevil Junior8s' friend9 Myrtle9 is in love, 
with Lucinda and is quite jealous of him0 Bevil writes #-;- 
Lucinda asking her to. call off the match9 since he is in 
love with, someone els6 =' And he knows she loves Myrtle0

. In the meantime^ Lucindars father has already called 
off the mat eh o Word has: reached him that Bevil is support^' 
ing a young girl c He tells Bevil3 s father of M s  deeisiono 
Bevil Senior goes to see his sono .Howevers he is afraid 
to ask;about; the girl5 and only asks if he still intends 
: to. marry Lucinda0 Young Bevil 9 sure that Lucinda will,: ; ;, 
carry out his plan and call off the match when she receives 
his letterg seems quite determined to marry hero His 
father leaves satisfied2 sure that- he will, make Sealand 
change, his mind about': thê :marriage?: t ■ v
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:MrSo Seal and has made another match for her daughter 0 
She favors Clmbertons, a brash rude scholar = Gimherton8 s 
brusque boorish manners have Intrigued her5 since she has 
.mistaken then for fashionable ways0 She wishes to have- a 
marriage contract drawn up for the two9. so she sends for 
Sergeant farget and LawyerBrambleo Myrtle; in order to 
:put tiff Cimberton as a suitor« disguises himself as . v
Bramble.\ fom̂  young Bevil8s servant; is disguised as 
far g et. - Between them 'they manag e to confuse Mrs o' Seal and - 
■ and successfully put off the drawing up of the contract. . .
’ During this escapade. Myrtle learns that fom has been 

• carrying messages from Bevil to Lucinda. He does not; , 
know that the messages ask for a breach of engagements 
: He becomes jealous and sends Bevil a note demanding a , '
:: duel. ^Ihon he goes to see Bevils his friend tries to .
reason with him. But when Myrtle speaks disparagingly 
of Indiana. Young Bevil becomes infuriated and prepares : 
to fight the duel. He .recovers himself in time and tries. : - 
to -calm his friend o ' Finally he quiets him by showing him 
a letter. Lucinda has sent; telling of her love for Myrtle? 
and. asking the two friends to help her escape Cimberton8 s ■ 
suit. i : y;,: . : v ' . ;

1 Bevil and Myrtle devise a plan tbv smuggle Myrtle .. ■ 
into Lucinda8s house as Sir Geoffrey; Cimberton8s unclef 
who has been invited down to approve the match. Once .there3
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Myrtle shocks the family and confuses poor Cimhertono
Indiana; in the meantime9 ins tine tively feels Bevil0 s 

love and hopes he-will declare. it0 Shehas been patiently 
awaiting the time when he would ask her to marry him. She 
is puzzled at his reticence until she hea.rs of Lucinda0 Old 
Sealand3 not understanding Bevil8s feelings toward Indiana3 
goes to see hero He is answered rather coolly when he 
questions her about the relationship between her and Young 
Bevilo Indiana takes offense at his remarks and starts to 
leaveo A bracelet slips from her wrist3 and Old Sealand 
recognizes it -as. one which, belonged to hlsj long^lost 
daughter 9 whom-'he has believed, dead in a ship "Wreck many 
years beforeo Indiana8s auntj Isabella^ is'recognized 
by him as a sister=in-law9 and the three hold happy reuniono 

The play ends with Sealand offering his new found 
daughter to Bevil | Indiana is. given half of her f ather8 s 
fortune„ Cimberton$ discontented with accepting Lucinda 
with only half a fortunej steps aside for Myrtle0 . .

Themeo In searching for Steelecs theme in his play . / 
we study first the Preface to ito In Steele® s Preface 
to The OonsciousLovers he says that the first design of 
it was to be nan innocent performanceo11 He is quick 
to admit that the play was written for the scene in the 
fourth act during' which Myrtle tries to force Bevil

Steele9 p0 270»
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Jmior; ixito a duel mth himo The author hopes "it will
have some effect.upon the Goths and Vandals that frequent
the theatre9 dr'a more polite audience may supply their
absence„ In the scene in which the duel almost takes
.placeg 'Myrtle presents Steele’ s conclusion about the-
dangerous practiceg ' ' % ;' ■ 1 ;' ■

Betrayed by honour3 and compelled by shame?
.. ' they hazard being3 to preserve a name: . .

lor dare inquire into the dreadmistake=_ , 
f ill plunged in: sad eternity they wakeflM ®
The hying hover also censured dueling9 and the actual

duel in the play brought about the play1 s sentimental
conclusion. ;.,//■ 1 pi '
. The Conscious Lovers is void of .ridicule except V

that of, smallifollies,. The folly of vanity is ’seen ini ; ;•
MrSo Seal and9 who wants to be rid of her daughter so that
she herself will .seem youngero : her silliness makes her
easy prey to the flattery of dimbertdno For the most part9
however9 there is little ridicule0 The atmosphere is light
.and happy throughout the play9 with few touches of 'sarcasm?.
If any single theme ;could be traced, it would be that of
the Inherent goodness of mankindQ The main characters
are exemplary 'Creatureso They have human faults? such as
jealousy and distrust? but when faced with temptation; -
- they .choose the virtuous way., i; . i

Steele 9 p =: 270 «■ 
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Moral intentc, Ihe theme of The Conscious Lovers and 
the moral intent of the play are so closely integrated that 
a separate analysis of the moral intent would be almost 
superfIwmso Since Steele is a moralist? and his theme is 
completely moralistic? a study of that theme is sufficient 
for this studyc However? there is a statement in the pro
logue to the play? written by Leonard Weisted? which serves 
as a concrete -example of 'Steele8 s •moral intent in The 
Cons clous LoverSo She prologue contained a plea to the 
audience to elevate comedy by its approbation of this moral 
play o' Mels ted saw Steele8 s work as an instrument to raise 
the standard of' the ̂ fheat r e ? - when ̂ he: s aid in the Prologue 
to the playg;. . ' 1 ; ;v - • -iv. ' :

■ Ye modest? Wise and good? ye fairs; ye- brave?
To-night, the champion of your virtue saves 
Redeem from long eontempt the comic.name 
And judge politely for country8 s fame0ii/

.... 2 Character izationo An analysis of .Characters in The ; 
Conscious Lovers is Interesting? since it marks the height 
of development in character drawing by Steele0 • Young 
Bevll is’a; paragon Of virtue0 He has rescued Indiana from : 
danger? provided for her.?, and thought of her only with the 
highest regardo His relationship with his father? too? is 
most admirableo He has strong ties of filial love* His 
integrity is strong enough to eatise him to avert a duel 
which he would be justified in:fighting» His cleverness

Steele? p0 2y30 , ' ;y _



Is .apparent when he helps win.
Myrtle has traces of the Restoration type of lover 

 ̂In his chafacter<, He is jealous and impetuous« but he 
does love Lucinda tfhly <, With his ' excitable ways 3 he is ■ 
.a good foil for steady young Bevil0 • :

Mr0 Seal and has traits- which fit well with the scheme 
of a sentimental comedy . He is virtuous enough to want - 
. the right man for his daughter9 Lucinda, He can see that
Gimberfon is not the man0 % Bis scene -when he f inally meets
Indiana shows nobility of character in the, pity he"feels 
for herf and the rage he feels against Bevil,
. SirJohn Bevil is another instance of an affectionate 

fathero - He wants to be fair to his son? but he feels he '
.:has - tho1 advantage of : the.:wisdom of̂  age0 "With Humphry 3 his
servant:9 Sir John is shorty but, with his son he bends 
toward the other extreme*: ; His love, for his son is his ’ 
best qualityo • His eharaeter is the opposite of that of ': 
Squire dubbina Humphrey8 s father in The Tender Husband,

‘ ' Humphry ? Bevil; Senior3 s- servant 9 reminds us' of Trusty9 
the faithful , servant, in The Funeral, He is loyal to both 
his master and his master6 s son. The contention between ; 
the two goes on in the presence of Humphry3 and Humphry 
must try to calm their arguments0 Humphry has sensi
bilities which are touched when he is told by Young Bevil 
of Indiana8 s childhood los sv ■ y
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Tomg Bevll servamtg Is am emtertalnlag
charactero;; : Practically the only .humor In the play is 
earrieC-hy..lom and Phillis3 Lucinda8s maid0 ' $helr 
elevated conversation is in amusing contrast to their V 
actual station in Ilf Co ..

Clmberton is a coxcomb and a fortune hunter => He is 
the most amusing character of high station In the plot«
His boorish attitude'toward Lucinda is an amusing9 interest- 
ing contrast, to Bevil8 s gentility<> .. His supercilious air
stays ^ith him to the very end of the play, wheh he dis
covers that, Lucinda8s fortune will not;;be 'entire0 He 
betrays his disappointmentg ■ % '

I was in treaty for the whole; but if that is 
; not to be come at ; to be sure there can .be no : ■

bargaino Sirj I have nothing to do but to • '
take my leave of your good lady9 my eonsin9 
and beg pardon for the trouble. I have given 
this old gentl'emano11”
Mr So Seal and s the second wife of :Miao' Seal and 9 and 

Cimberton8 s cousin9 is vain but not vicious» Her affecta
tions and anxiety to keep her youth seem a little pathetic 
in .the presence,vOf/the:!two -young glrlSo::- /'Herv preseneel 
never dominates the scenes. and her frivolity is an amus- . 
ing contrast to the two younger girls and their more , 
serious prbblemSo -■'iiV;

Indiana is as virtuous a woman as Bevil Junior is a 
man. Her unhappy childhood gives her a serious mein9 and

/ Steele^; p. 358.:> ■
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her natural bent is gravity rather than gaiety 0 Her 
modesty does not let her believe that a, man of Bevil 
Junior ̂ s worth and nobility could, love her» Indiana's 
character is drawn as rather intense. ¥e see this 
eharaeteristie in her nature illustrated in her scene 
with Mro Bealand when she renounces Devils "What have 1 
to do but to sigh; and weep5 and rave5 run wild9 a lunatic 
in chains 9 or hid in darhness;9 .mutter in distracted - starts 
and broken accents my strange^ strange story I"

Lucinda's character is drawn less sentimentally than 
Indiana'So Lucinda is the more dashing of the. two0 She 
has a quick tongue and a mannish air0 She quarrels readily 
with Cimberton and speaks up to Myrtle when he is dis
guised as old Sir Geoffrey Cimberton& She is sharp-witted 
enough to fall in cleverly with Myrtle's plan when he 
divulges his identity to her«

fhe characters' are somewhat mote, complex in The 
Conscious Lofers than in Steele8 s earlier piays.« Possibly 
this Is baeause Steele is condemning few vices and needs vt 
to expose no one to ridiculeo His characters need; be ■ 
neither black nor whiteV Hollies are exposed only in the 
characters of Mrs, Sealand and Cimbertono Jealousy;is; 
quickly overcome in the character of Myrtle when he learns 
of Lucinda's love for him0 ?his'could not be a reformation

y ' . Steele9 p0 35^= ■ ;: ; ; '  ̂ ;
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; .’Mnee the reason.: for jealousy is removed0 In all other 
■ - eases s,: the charaeters are constant In: their--reactions.
.. throughout the playt The only changes are those of 
: sltuationo -1:1':.. ' ■ .

- General effectiveness  ̂ In analysis of the play as 
a whole shows that it's mood, is pleas ant 6 The sentimental 
themes of a pair of lovers united and a long-lost daughter 
returned to her father carry'through the entire play in
stead of appearing in the fifth act, as the sentimental 
portions did in The lying Lover and The Tender Hus band.
A comparison of The Conscious Lovers with Steele8s earlier 
plays shows other marked changes alsoo. There are- few of
the comedy of manners elements in it,which may be.observed 

'- in Steele8 s preceding- playso . The .plot situations are ,. ; 
different in The Conscious Lovers from those ih; his earlier 
.OheSc. . In The Funerals The hying Lover 3 and The Tender • 
:Husband: there are found mixed elements = There are immoral
• characters from the comedy of manners stage mixed with the
• didactic themes in blank verse0 There are sentimental 
plots and comedy of manners sub-plots» But in The Conscious 
hover s ther e is pros e throughout % a single s entimental 
plot c,' and the main'Characters are ■all; sentimental ideals
in nature. ' - ■ ■: 't.: 1 v ■ ■



CHAPTER VI

■ The purpose of this study has been to analyze Richard 
Steele c.s moral Intent In his plays . and dramatic erltlel'sm* .

. k preliminary chapter of this study reviews the history of . 
drama in England to Steele^s.time.with special reference 
to the moralizing purpose0 Emphasis is placed upon the 
Restoration drama9 since this was the period closest to 
Steele and the one9 consequently9 which influenced him mosto 
The analysis of Steeleis plays and dramatic criticism has 
been divided into three partss (1) a study of Steele8s 
earlier 'playss The Funeral; The Lying Loverand The :
Tender Husbandi 12) a study of Steele9s dramatic criticism 

. in his periodical writings in The Tatler i The Spectator«? 
and The Guardians and , .(3) a. study of Steele9 s last play9 ■ ' 
The Conscious Lovers0 / " y : ;■

; :' In the first and third parts of the analysis the 
foliowing’ divisions :are usedi; (1) plot synopsis3 :(2) theme, .
(3) moral intent, (h-) characterization, and (5) general . 
effectivenesso Steele9 s:dramatic criticism in his periodical ; 
writings has been discussed under four headingsg (1) the 
.moral effects of the theatre on its audience, (2) the moral 
•standards of the audience, (3) Steele6s standard of a good ;

'•Steele's • judgment of .'others9 plays, and (5) • Steele5s;
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reasons for being a critic' of the dramac
This analysis of Steele8 s plays and dramatic criticism 

has shown that his purpose3 as a moralist-dramatist8 was to- 
delightj instrhetj and uplift= This idea had been used by 
dramatists for centuries before Steele began to write,, By 
the time of the Restoration̂ : however 3 to create delight., ' 
s eemed to be the main objective of playwrights; instruction 
and Uplifting were relegated to the background0 To amuse 
their audience: these playwrights appealed to Its senses' 
through suggestive writingo Many dramatists of the Restora
tion, when faced with charges of indecency in their writing 
by -moralists such a.s Jeremy Collier 3 said that they wrote 
with the purpose of instructing. Their stand was that by 
Showing the audience what not to do9 they were teaching the 
proper thing to dOo - Such writers .as- Vanbrugh and Congreve 
said they were instructing their audience by holding folly 
up to ridicule^ : . , . ; .̂ • '

Steele8s first ulaya The Funeralq showed this 
attitude toward ins tfuetio-ru He held vice and folly up to 
ridicule9 but in no. way attempted to reform his audience0 .
The lying hover, however showed a change in Steele" s. 
attitudeo In this play he demonstrated the consequences 
of continuing folly0 His characters upon facing the. eon-, 
sequences of their folly reformed fheir evil ways3 and thus 
showed that they were naturally, good0 In this contention 
Steele deviated from the theory of the Restoration dramatists s
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■who believed that the wiliest9 not the best9 succeeded0
• : Steele continued his method of instructing his audience

by showing them exeBiplary coiiduet. on 'the stage in his reiaaltî  
ing playso He was careful never to put anything on the stage 
which would horrify his audieneej . he felt that horror was 
not an emotion to be cultivated in an audience0 He was 
; deeorous' in what, he presented to •his public o . His dialogue . • : 
contained no indecent implications s and the actions of his 
'characters were exemplary„ He.felt that the audience should 
carry away only pleasant instructive thoughts from the 
vtheatre.*' t : . ' v' v". t : : .•:•./ ..
I;,;: : ,\'.8teel#s; purpose was9' as has been told9 to dslightc, . \
instruct? and uplift* .Me have analyzed his application of .
the word ^instruct" and find it to be different from that of 
the Restoration dramatists * His intention in delighting 
;,hls audience was quite different5 also<, By “delight68 he ' 
did not mean “move to laughter"9 for this3 he,said in his: 
jppilogue to The Lying Lover i was 'a "distorted passlono"i20 
He agreed with Ben Jdnson that the prime purpose of drama is
to delight through instruction but that iaughter is only a
passiono In the Restoration period the main intention of ;
. the playwright was to amuse his:audience*' Topical allusions8.:. 
'suggestive remarks 8 and 0 ther devices for the approval of 
the •audience were popular with the dramatist * The laughter •

1^ .̂ Richard Bteele 8 Plays ̂ - p f l8y* . . . ; •• -
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.of the' audience was the measure of a playWlght;8s; popularity<, 
Steele was careful to remark in his prologues that he might 
easily he sacrificing his; popularity hy emphasising moral 
issues o hut he felt that the Instruction of his audience 
was of prime importance/ His ultimate goal in his writing 
was to create work which would instruct and uplift as well . 
as delighto He never completely reached this goala He came 
closest to it when he gained subtlety in his Instructing,
Only in The Cohseious;. hovers, a completely sentimental play, 
did his desire to instruct seem unapparento' His story was - 
so skillfully woven around a moral theme that the exemplary 
actions in it seemed quite natural» In his earlier plays 
the delight one might experience was lost by the obviousness 
' of the didactic elementso ' /V':v / ;' - ■
.1 v:w Steele8 s theory of the moral value of pity was basic 
in his work, Steele, felt that all drama should be. uplifting, 
Be considered as moral the emotions aroused by pity, and he 
felt that those who experienced the emotions were made better0 
The ability to excite pity was considered the prime 
essential of a good playwright 3 and the presence of pity- ; 
Invoking circumstances was .a main requisite of a good play.
As in the time of Aristotles pity was a prime emotion to 
. be evoked. However9 'Steele felt that: pity was an .ennobling ;
. emotion rather than one which should be purged 3 as Aristotle ■ 
had thought, - '- t "



Steele 9 then 5, thought drama should delight 9 ins true t3 
and uplift 'those' who saw it* In The Funeral Steele8 s moral 
intent was to purge vice aM./ through ridiculeo In, ,
The Lying lover Steele vanquished wipe hy showing the eon- 
sequenees: of pursuing:it» The Tender Husband showed the 
repentance of a foolish woman0 Steele felt that the emotions 
of the audience would he enriched by:the pity seen in : 
Clerimont Senior8 s forgiveness of his wife0 Steele sacri
ficed credibility in the last act for the scene of senti= 
mentality0 Always sineere9 he was sometimes unbelievable 
because of his exe esslve' sympathy with his characters 0: But . 
this trait also was responsible for’ many, warmly amusing 
characterso: In his character drawing his observing eye
: brought forth some well-rounded' charaeters =: whose peculiari= : 
ties were not sarcastically pictured9: as they might have been 
in Rest or ation days Q In The Conscious lovers the idea that 
.'■man is fundamentally good' appeared in every scene of the 
play. . The situations were sentimentaly and the play was :
.moral throughout^ v; 1 ; ■ ",

A study of the dramatic criticism ,in the periodical 
writings Of Richard Steele shows that his Judgment of a - 
play was ’based almost wholly on the .moral, value of; that 
play to its audieneeo This is true whether he was critic . ..
eising characterizations plot 3 or dialogue. In his " criti
cism of characterization .he based his Judgment on the
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1mltable qualities of the character0 An audiences he felt3 
should be shown on the stage admirable qualities which they 
could adoptc The plot of the play should contain situations 
which were met by the characters on the stage as they would 
be met ideally in real life0 Steele Insisted that such '? 
/instruction, as .to the .correct way of lif e3 ■ if done. 'Sineerely 
by the playwright^ would leave a permanent effect on the 
audience*, This same theory applied to dialogue as Steele ; 
criticized it*, .■ •■I - ,

Steele disapproved of the playwrights3 practice of 
writing down to the:moral 1evel of their audience0 . He was 
displeased: with the language of the playwrights9 who clothed: 
obscenity in fashionable language0 v To:gain popularity the 
playwrights appealed - to■■ the: baser s enses- of the-audience . 
rather thrni its .higher emotionso Steele felt that the 
audience could'be uplifted only when, playwrights began '
:writing plays which did not contain suggestive Implications 
as well as lewd scenes^; , ; /. V..- :: Vi:

Steele blamed the writers of his. time for not writing 
.sineerelyo He thought the playwrights drew all their 
characters in one image and depended upon Costumer and 
actors alone for. differentiation between characters0 Emo
tions expressed by the authors were those which they ob-= 
seryed g" not - those they felt, Steele 3 however g wrote from , 
the heart. The elements he enjoyed in plays were those .
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which appealto the emotionso As a critic$1. then, he was 
incapable'of analytical, objective judgmento In many cases 
his work is mediocre because he used his heart rather than 
his intellect o But when the combination of the two was a 
happy one, as in the case of She Conscious hotrersi he 
emerged with writing which was popular in its time and is 
of value to tts as pure writing of the sentimental period in 
English dramao ■ ;
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